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Moderna Museet c/o Waldemarsudde

Prince Eugene’s input as a collector of art was unique. He 

collected contemporary art, and  even if this might seem 

natural to us this was not the case in Prince Eugene’s 

days. The Prince  was also highly involved in the thought 

of creating a Swedish museum for modern art, and he  

donated a number of works to the National gallery, works 

that today belong to Moderna  Museet. 

At the exhibition Moderna Museet c/o Waldemarsudde 

international Modernism from  Moderna Museet’s 

collection will meet works from the Prince’s collection of 

Swedish and  Nordic Modernism. 

Prince Eugene’s art collecting, which covers a period of 

60 years, was mostly focused on his  own period. It was 

during his study days in Paris 1887-89 that Prince Eugene 

bought the first  works that would form his collection. 

works by Hugo Birger and Per Ekström. When his  home 

at Waldemarsudde was completed 1905 the collection 

began to grow. At an early stage the Prince made clear 

that he would focus foremost on Swedish and Nordic art. 

French artists dominate among the non-Nordic countries 

represented. In the collection works by members of the art 

union, academicians, pupils of Matisse and artists of the 

New Objectivity as well as more expressive painters exist 

next to predecessors of a more naivistic and Romanian 

temperament. The young Swedish artists of the 1930-40s 

are also represented. Some international Modernism can 

be found, if only in small but important numbers, examples 

are works by Robert Delaunay, André Derain, André Lhote 

and Pablo Picasso. Waldemarsudde therefore sees it as a 

great opportunity to complement their almost complete 

Swedish-Nordic collection with a number of tops of the 

art works by non-Nordic artists from Moderna Museet’s 

collection. 

The chosen works from Moderna Museet’s collection 

have their starting point in Prince Eugene’s purchases of 

Swedish art. What impulses reached the Swedish artists, 

what did they take to their hears? But most important of 

all – what kind of art did they meet in France, in Germany 

and at exhibitions in Sweden? 

With this exhibition Waldemarsudde aims to present some 

of the impulses and impressions that reached Swedish 

artists from abroad, as well as highlight what could be 

seen in Sweden at the same time. The chosen works are 

therefore, whit some exceptions, works that have been in 

governmental museum’s collections prior to 1947 when 

the Prince passed away. From Moderna Museet some 

of the collections most appreciated works are shown, 

Pablo Picasso, Alberto Giacometti, Sonia Delaunay, Henri 

Matisse, Paule Klee, Wassily Kandinsky and Fernand Léger 

among others. 

Curator Group: Hans Henrik Brummer, Christina Wistman 

and Göran Söderlund

constantín Br ancusi

the neW Born i i  1919 - 1921

Belongs to moderna museet
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moVing Pictures 

June 28, 2002 – January 12, 2003

ExHIBITION FEATuRES APPROxIMATELy 150 WORKS By 55 CONTEMPORARy 

ARTISTS WORKING IN PHOTOGRAPHy, FILM, AND VIDEO
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NEW yORK, Ny—June 17, 2002––The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum presents Moving Pictures, an exhibition 

of approximately 150 works by 55 contemporary artists working in photography, film, and video.  The exhibition 

focuses on the extensive use of reproducible mediums in the art of the last decade, proposing that this phenomenon 

has its roots in the late 1960s and 1970s, when artists incorporated photography and the moving image into their 

conceptually based practices.  Moving Pictures includes major work by leading contemporary artists, such as 

Christian Boltanski, Rineke Dijkstra, Stan Douglas, Olafur Eliasson, Fischli/Weiss, Anna Gaskell, Andreas Gursky, Pierre 

Huyghe, William Kentridge, Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle, Shirin Neshat, Gabriel Orozco, Cindy Sherman, Thomas Struth, 

Sam Taylor-Wood, Wolfgang Tillmans, and Kara Walker, as well as work by pioneers such as Marina Abramovic, Vito 

Acconci, Bruce Nauman, Nam June Paik, and Robert Smithson, among others.  The exhibition fills the museum’s 

entire Frank Lloyd Wright rotunda, Thannhauser gallery 4, and Annex gallery 5.  Moving Pictures is on view from 

June 28, 2002 to January 12, 2003.

roBert smithson

SIx TH MIRROR D ISPL ACEMENT, FROM yuCATAN MIRROR 

D ISPL ACEMENTS (1-9 ) ,  1969 

9 CHROMOGENIC-DEVELOPMENT SL IDES 

( ExHIB IT ION PR INTS, 20 0 0 )

12 x 12 INCHES ( 30.5 x 30.5 CM )

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK

PHOTO COuRTESy SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM

© ROBERT SMITHSON ESTATE



anna gaskell

uNT ITLED # 5 ( WONDER ) ,  1996

C-PR INT, A .P.  2 /2

48 1/16 x 40 1/4 INCHES (122.1 x 102.2 CM )

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK

PHOTO : ELLEN L ABENSK I
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this exhibition is sponsored 

by Delta airlines.

During the late 1960s and the 

1970s, a significant paradigm 

shift occurred within postwar 

visual culture: photography 

and the moving image were 

absorbed into contemporary 

art practices.  Artists turned to 

these mediums—which brid-

ged such discrete categories 

as mass culture and high art, 

technology and culture—in order 

to contest the preciousness of 

the unique art object and to 

challenge traditional aesthetic 

categories.  Additionally, the new, 

portable technology of video 

and its unique ability to employ 

instant playback allowed artists 

to examine issues of represen-

tation and image making to an 

unprecedented degree.  Film 

as installation further expanded 

the conceptual and aesthetic parameters of the 

moving image. The use of photography and the 

moving image enabled artists to create works that 

privileged information or documentary evidence 

over personal expression, or conversely, called 

into question notions of objective recorded reality, 

underscoring the dominance of mass media and 

its skewed representations.  Artists also employed 

new photographic strategies to record ephemeral 

or performative events, and to render visible con-

ceptual systems. For many early feminist artists, 

these mediums represented yet-to-be-claimed 

territory, offering them new means with which to 

render experiential work.
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stan dougl as

Nu•tk a•, 1996

S I N G L E - C H A N N E L  C O L O R  V I D E O  P R O J E C T I O N  A N D 

quADR APHONIC SOuNDTR ACK, 0 0 : 06 :50

EDIT ION 1/2

S ITE-SPECIFIC D IMENSIONS

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK

PHOTO : ELLEN L ABENSK I

By the end of the 1970s, many artists turned 

to photography as a vehicle through which 

to critique photographic representation itself.  

While this practice came to define much of the 

art of the 1980s, its legacy for the 1990s was 

essentially the license to indulge in photographic 

fantasy, image construction, and cinematic 

narrative.  Artists working today freely manipulate 

their representations of the empirical world or 

invent entirely new cosmologies.  They process 

their subject matter through predetermined 

conceptual systems or use digital techniques 

to alter their images.  Some directly intervene 

in the environment, subtly shifting components 

of the found world and establishing their quiet 

presence in it; others fabricate entire architectural 

environments for the camera lens. 
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gaBriel orozco

BALL ON WATER ( PELOTA EN AGuA) ,  1994

CIBACHROME PR INT, A .P.  1/1,  ED IT ION OF 5

15 7/8 x 19 7/8 INCHES (40.3 x 50.5 CM )

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK 

PHOTO : ELLEN L ABENSK I

rineke di jkstr a

ODESSA , uKR AINE, AuGuST 4,  1993, 1993

C-PR INT, A .P.  2 /2,  ED IT ION OF 6

56 x 44 INCHES  (142.2 x 111.8 CM )

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK 

PHOTO : ELLEN L ABENSK I

Moving Pictures is drawn from the 

Guggenheim Museum’s permanent 

collection, which has been dramatically 

augmented during the last decade 

through alliances with the Guggenheim 

Museum Bilbao and the Deutsche 

Guggenheim Berlin, as well as through 

major acquisitions and gifts, including 

the Panza Collection of Minimal and 

Conceptual art in the early 1990s, a gift 

from the Mapplethorpe Foundation in 

1993, which launched the museum’s 

concentrated foray into photography, 

and most recently a gift from the Bohen 

Foundation collection in 2001.  Also 

featured are purchases and gifts made 

by the Guggenheim’s acquisition groups, 

including the International Director’s 

Council, the Photography Committee, and 

the young Collector’s Council.  Many of 

the works presented in the exhibition are 

on view at the Guggenheim for the first 

time. 

The exhibition begins on the rotunda floor 

with an important installation by Nam 

June Paik, one of the first artists to work 

with video.  This installation is followed by 

an introductory section in the High Gallery 

and on the first ramp that examines 

unexpected ways in which contemporary 

artists have utilized reproducible 

mediums.  This section includes a large 

environmental installation by Kara Walker 

of black paper silhouettes and projected 

layers of color as well as Felix Gonzalez-

Torres’s photographic billboard of 

footprints in sand. 



William kentridge

ST ILL FROM FEL Ix IN Ex ILE,  1994

35 MM ANIMATED COLOR FILM, TR ANSFERRED TO V IDEO 

AND L ASER D ISC, 0 0 : 08 :43

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK

PHOTO COuRTESy SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM

sam taylor-Wood

SOL ILOquy I I I ,  1998

C-PR INT, ED IT ION 4 /6

83 1/16 x 101 3 /16 INCHES  ( 211 x 257 CM )

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK 

PHOTO : DAV ID HE ALD
6      World of art

The next level of the rotunda is 

devoted to artists of 1970s—Ma-

rina Abramovic, Vito Acconci, 

Ana Mendieta, Bruce Nauman, 

and Robert Smithson—whose 

work was deeply influential for 

many of the artists who emerged 

during the 1990s.  Following a 

loose chronological order, the 

installation next includes work 

by artists whose careers began 

at the end of the 1970s.  Many of 

these artists, including Christian 

Boltanski, Sophie Calle, Fischli/

Weiss, Ann Hamilton, Robert 

Mapplethorpe, Annette Messa-

ger, and Cindy Sherman, utilize 

photography to explore issues of 

memory, voyeurism, and embo-

died experience.  The next level 

features a group of photographs 

by artists who studied with con-

ceptual photographers Bernd and 

Hilla Becher: Elger Esser, Andreas 

Gursky, Candida Höfer, Thomas Ruff, Jörge Sasse, 

and Thomas Struth.  Also included are photographs 

by Olafur Eliasson, Roni Horn, Gabriel Orozco, and 

Hiroshi Sugimoto, whose lyrical works derive from 

precise conceptual practices.

The next section focuses on the constructed 

image, featuring artists who create fictional worlds 

or replicate ours with trompe l’oeil exactitude: 

including, in the former category, Matthew Barney, 



the GuGGenheiM MuSeuM

gregory creWdson

uNT ITLED ( SOD MAN ) ,  1999

L ASER D IRECT C-PR INT, ED IT ION 8 /10

50 x 60 INCHES  (127.0 x 152.4 CM )

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK

PHOTO : DAV ID HE ALD

thomas struth

MIL AN CATHEDR AL ( INTER IOR ) ,  1998

CIBACHROME PR INT, ED IT ION 4 /10

73 1/4 x 91 INCHES (186 x 231.3 CM )

SOLOMON R . GuGGENHEIM MuSEuM, NEW yORK

PHOTO : DAV ID HE ALD
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Gregory Crewdson, Anna Gaskell, and Sam Taylor-Wood; and in the 

latter, Oliver Boberg, James Casebere, and Thomas Demand.  Other 

key artists working with photo-based imagery, such as Vanessa Bee-

croft and Wolfgang Tillmans, are included 

here.  The final section features projec-

tion-based and multi-monitor explorations 

of the moving image, with works by Patty 

Chang, Trisha Donnelly, Stan Douglas, 

Pierre Huyghe, William Kentridge, Steve 

Mcqueen, Shirin Neshat, John Pilson, and 

Gillian Wearing. 

Organization

This exhibition was organized by Lisa Dennison, 

Chief Curator and Deputy Director, and Nancy 

Spector, Curator of Contemporary Art, Solomon 

R. Guggenheim Museum.  The exhibition was 

designed by Hani Rashid, a principal of Asymp-

tote, and Associates in Science.



GREELEY SQUARE GALLERY
32 WEST 31ST STREET 2ND FLOOR NEW YORK CITY 10001

212 868 6610 …… GSGART@AOL.COm

Chris 
Chambers 

…
…

the greeley square gallery is pleased to 

announce an exhibition by new york born 

artist christopher chambers. in recent 

years his reputation for his writings on 

art for several international publications 

has come to equal, perhaps surpass his 

renown as a painter. in this exhibition he 

unites these two avenues of expression: 

“jabberwocky” prose loosely scrawled 

across the walls of the gallery underscores 

the visual imagery of the canvases hung 

sporadically about the gallery. the title of 

the display, “metatext” refers to the internet 

terminology for the verbal signposts that 

drive search engines in much the same 

way that chambers’ free-rambling verse 

points to the psychologically charged 

musings that lie behind his creative 

process, both concrete in imagery yet 

abstract in thought.

the exhibition will consist of canvases 

ranging in scale from the size of a small 

coffee table book to several larger pieces 

that barely fit between the floor and ceiling 

of the newly revamped exhibition space. 

the greeley square gallery is located 

in the “off chelsea” midtown area of 

manhattan that borders on the Flatiron 

district to the south and times square to 

the north. the gallery’s program focuses 

on new and emerging artists working in a 

variety of media including but not limited 

to: performance, photography, installations, 

sculpture, painting and drawing.  
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art Basel Miami Beach
From december 5th - 8th, 2002 a new cultural event, art 
Basel Miami Beach, will take place for the first time in the 
heart of miami Beach, Florida. art Basel miami Beach is set to 
become one of the most important international art shows 
and a cultural and social highlight of both americas. 

art Basel Miami Beach is the counterpart of art Basel, 
which has been the world’s most important annual art event 
for the last 32 years. leading gallery owners, art collectors, 
artists, curators and art enthusiasts from all over the world 
will participate in this new event. 

Based on a proven successful concept and an established 
international network, art Basel miami Beach has a unique 
profile and combines new and innovative ways of both 
presenting and promoting art. 

exhibition site is the handsome miami Beach convention 
center, with its state of the art facilities. at the core of 
the event is the international art fair featuring around 150 
leading galleries from all continents. 

the art statements section, which showcases new and 
emerging artists in one person shows, has been one of the 
Basel event’s biggest successes, and will also be an integral 
part of the miami Beach show. 

in the newly created art Positions section, young 
galleries are offered exhibition spaces in the 
form of shipping containers. in addition 
to providing an interesting and cost-
efficient presentation form for 
contemporary art, the 
containers will be 

grouped in 
eye-catching displays 

throughout the art deco 
district, which are guaranteed 

to attract attention. 

Further sites for meetings and discoveries include 
containers for special projects by individual artists, a 
sculpture exhibition in the park of the neighboring Bass 
museum of art, and lounges for video art and new media. 
top-quality exhibitions in the museums of south Florida, 
crossover events on fashion, film, design and architecture, 
as well as special programs for art collectors and curators, 
will make this new art show a special place for encountering 
art and the art world - the winter meeting place for the 
international art world. 

Miami Beach 
miami Beach: a fascinating city, full of flair, is perhaps best 
known for its art deco district. the city stands for first class 
hotels, fine restaurants, a lively cultural scene, sun, beach, 
water and - last but not least - a vibrant, glamorous nightlife 
and hot latin rhythms. 

this is the meeting place for the international fashion set, 
the stars of the music world and the film industry. Visitors 
appreciate the security and intimacy of a compact city in 
which meeting points such as cultural institutions, hotels, 
restaurants and bars are within easy walking distance. 

When the weather elsewhere turns cold, well-to-do visitors from 
all over the world flock here for the mild winter climate, with 
its taste of the nearby tropics, and the colorful multicultural 
atmosphere. close by are the exclusive residences of Fisher 
island, key Biscayne, Bal harbour, coconut grove, coral gables, 
Fort lauderdale, Boca raton and Palm Beach, as well as miami 
with its international airport and cruise ship harbor. 
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A new art Mecca 



eXhiBition oF 
contemPorary 
draWings eXPlores 
the resurgence and 
rich diVersity oF the 
medium

DraWinG nOW: 
EIGHT PROPOSITIONS 
Features more than 
250 contemPorary 
draWings, including 
three site-sPeciFic 
Works
octoBer 17, 2002, - january 6, 2003
 

 
Drawing Now: Eight Propositions features more than 
250 contemporary drawings, including three site-
specific works, by a diverse group of 26 young artists, 
some well-known, others relative newcomers, who 
have seized this most basic of mediums and pushed it 
to the forefront of contemporary art. The works are 
arranged in eight groupings, or ‘propositions,” which 
serve as a loose framework for the consideration of 
drawing today.

The propositions explore the tradition of descriptive 
drawing of natural phenomena, the tradition of 
ornament, the conventions of engineering and 
architectural drawings, visionary architecture, mental 
maps that aim to explain not a specific place but an 
entire state of being, vernacular illustration, comic 
book and animation traditions, and portraiture, 
from fashion illustration to nineteenth-century pencil 
portraits.

The three new site-specific wall drawings are by Los 
Carpinteros, Julie Mehretu, and Richard Wright. The 
other artists in the exhibition are Franz Ackermann, 
Kai Althoff, Kevin Appel, Russell Crotty, John Currin, 
Toba Khedoori, Graham Little, Mark Manders, 
Barry McGee, Takashi Murakami, Yoshitomo Nara, 
Paul Noble, Jockum Nordstmm, Chris Ofili, Laura 
Owens, Jennifer Pastor, Elizabeth Peyton, Neo Rauch, 
Matthew Ritchie, Ugo Rondinone, Shahzia Sikander, 
David Thorpe, and Kara Walker

Laura Hoptman, Guest Curator

moma the museum of modern art new york

kai althoFF

uNTITLED, 2000. WATERCOLOR ON PAPER 11 ½ x 12½ IN / 30 

x 32 CM., PRIVATE COLLECTION. PHOTO COuRTESy GALERIE 

NEu, BERLIN

laura oWens

uNTITLED, 2000. CuT AND PASTEL COLORED PAPERS, 

WATERCOLOR, ACRyLIC, AND PENCIL ON PAPER, 39 ¼ x 27½ 

IN / 99,4 x 70,2 CM., COLLECTION THE MuSEuM OF MODERN 

ART, NEW yORK.PuRCHASED WITH FuNDS By THE FRIENDS 

OF CONTEMPORARy DRAWING © LAuRA OWENS, PHOTO 

COuRTESy SADIE COLES Hq, LONDON

10      World of art 



the museum oF modern 
art to eXhiBit Visionary 
draWings that record 
a PiVotal moment in the 
history oF architecture

the ChanGinG Of the 
avantGarDe: 
VISIONARy ARCHITECTuRAL 
DRAWINGS From the hoWard 
gilman collection Will Be 
on VieW at moma Qns 

octoBer 24, 2002, - january 6, 2003
 
 
To celebrate the Howard Gilman Foundation’s generous 
gift of 205 visionary architectural drawings to The 
Museum of Modem Art in November 2000, a selection 
of 173 will be presented in this exhibition. The Howard 
Oilman Collection, one of the foremost collections of 
visionary architectural drawings in the world, focuses on 
radical projects from the 1960s and 1970s and includes 
some of the most famous utopian drawings of the 20th 
century, such as Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion House 
project (1927) and Ron Herron’s spectacular Cities-
Moving (1966). In addition to the Oilman Collection 
works, 16 related drawings from the Museum’s 
Architectural Drawings collection will be on view. Among 
the many architects whose work will be featured are 
Raimund Abraham, Archigram, Arata lsozaki, Rem 
Koolhaas, Leon Krier, Gaetano Pesce, Cedric Price, Aldo 
Rossi, and Ettore Sottsass.

Th Howard Oilman Collection was assembled in just 
a few years -between 1976 and 1980-a period that 
coincided with one of the greatest bursts of creative 
energy ever recorded on paper by architects, comprising 
nothing less than the last rally of the heroic visions of 
prewar modernism and the very first lights of what would 
broadly be known as postmodemism. As a whole, the 
collection is not only unique, but is also a remarkably 
complete cross section of that period’s rapidly changing 
currents in the world of architecture.

The acquisition of this collection prompted the creation of 
The Howard Oilman Archive within the Department of 
Architecture and Design. The archive not only provides a 
rare and comprehensive view of a significant moment in 
history but also a fundamental documentation of the root 
sources of our architecture today.  

Terence Riley, Chief Curator, 
Department of Architecture and Design

moma the museum of modern art new york

aldo rossi and gianni Braghieri

CEMENTERy OF SAN CATALDO, MODENA, ITALy.

1971-84. AERIAL PERSPECTIVE (1971): CRAyON AND GRAPHIC 

ON SEPIA DIAZOTyPE, 24 x 49¾ IN (61 x 126,4 CM). GIFT OF 

THE HOWARD GILMAN FOuNDATION. ©2002 THE MuSEuM OF 

MODERN ART, NEW yORK

massimo scolari, aldo melamPo

PROJECT, 1975. OBLIquE PROJECTION: COLOR INK, 

WATERCOLOR AND GRAPHITE ON BOARD, 11½ x 10 IN / 

30,2 x 25, 4 CM. GIFT OF HOWARD GILMAN FOuNDATION. 

PHOTO: JON CROSS AND ERICA STATON, DIGITAL COLLECTION 

PROJECT, LuNA IMAGING. DIGITAL IMAGE © 2002 THE 

MuSEuM OF MODERN ART, NEW yORK

World of art       11
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rt fair

over 100 leading
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park and countless
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all in the art
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niki de saint Phale 
MODERN MUSEUM

stockholm 



MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
COuRTESy “ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH

“ART POSITIONS”, CONTAINER AT COLLINS PARK
COuRTESy “ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH”

“ART VIDEO LOuNGE”
COuRTESy “ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
COuRTESy “ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH

14      World of art
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SOuTH BEACH, MIAMI BEACH
COuRTESy “ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH
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miami Beach |  

Welcome to art Basel miami Beach 

the international art show 
eagerly anticipated by the international art world, art Basel miami Beach wil l  make 

its debut from december 5-8, 2002. this new international art show in miami Beach 

(Florida) is the american sister event of art Basel in switzerland, the most important 

annual art show worldwide for the past 33 years. art Basel miami Beach is a new type of 

cultural event, combining a contemporary art show with an exciting program of special 

exhibitions, parties and crossover events including music, f i lm, fashion, architecture 

and design. exhibition sites are located in the city’s beautiful art deco district, within 

walking distance of the beach and most hotels and restaurants. 

an exclusive selection of 150 leading art galleries from north america, latin america, 

europe, africa and asia will exhibit 20th and 21st century art works by over 1000 artists. 

the exhibiting galleries are among the world’s most respected art dealers. they wil l 

be showing exeptional works by both renowned established artists and cutting-edge 

newcomers. special exhibitions wil l  feature emerging artists, young galleries, outdoor 

sculptures, video and digital art. the show wil l  be a vital source for discovering new 

developments in contemporary art and rare museum-calibre art works. art collectors, 

artists, dealers, curators, critics and art enthusiasts from around the world will participate 

in the event, along with prominent members of the entertainment industry. art Basel 

miami Beach is set to become the most important art show on the american continent 

and a cultural and social highlight of the americas. 
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courage, of joys, of anxieties, of fears, or the “pleasant deceptions”- like 

the poet Giacomo Leopardi.  They were of courage, of emotions, of spiritual 

“content” which daily offers the experience, the hope among people.  Her 

inner “position” fascinates by means of the indicative-chromatic power in 

which she wraps her works.

     Sensations, “values”, of a spiritual world that she “expresses” with 

marks, codes, cryptographs, and ideographs that somehow draw on her 

oriental culture, enlivened. And yet, by her capacity to seize and express 

through these things, the richness and the simplicity of her character is 

sometimes troubled by the internal thoughts of “escalation” of a society 

cold and unpleasant, “alienated” and “corroded” by consumerism and the 

thirst for power.

     There’s no lack of unconcealed nostalgia or tender melancholia for her 

world in the works of Yali Peng, for her friends far away, for the meadows 

she has seen children running and playing in, carefree and dreaming like 

all children of this world. Also, her “reflections” on the transience of things, 

on the “uncertainties”, illusions, on lost hope in an uncertain future are 

recurring themes in her works.

    One can read a note of apprehension in the barbary perpetrated by 

contemporary man on the ecosystem. Through the “light” that filters in 

the “windows” opened to the world, she sees an enormous crowd that 

runs without goal, without ideals. For all that, a note of frozen stupor, of 

great regret seems to assail her. For only a moment!!! Then the enthusiasm, 

the joy of living spurs her on, recapturing and “pursuing” her “dreams”, 

her “madness”, her hopes with brilliant, intense, luminous colors.  It is 

transported to the canvas with such expressive force that her emotions 

come out in the moment of “creation”, or better, of inspiration; it seizes 

your mind as you admire it. Yali Peng transmits a myriad of messages to 

the entirety of humanity. They are rife with eternal values such as peace, 

goodness, love, solidarity among all the peoples of this universe. So it is 

with extreme sensibility and participation that the painter “recounts” 

these same messages through her designs and colors. For that reason, her 

palette is blurred and variegated, rich in canvas whites, in yellows, reds, 

blues, and browns. The chromatic combinations are particularly pleasant, 

and, from an esthetic viewpoint, most interesting, demonstrated by her 

excellent specific preparation. Also if she prefers to “express” herself with 

ink, she somehow knows all the painting techniques to perfection. It can’t 

be emphasized enough her continual quest for refinement and her already 

most notable styles.

     This analysis of the motivation and problematics of the painting of Yali 

Peng was more than ever necessary to make the validity and modernity of 

her artistic-cultural work stand out.  I would obviously be unable to cite all 

her beautiful works, but I will mention here a few: “Fantasizing”, “A Man’s 

Loving Touch”, “Creative Force”, “Being Embraced by the Energy of the 

Universe”, “Spring Love Wind”, “Harmonious Sound of Taiko”, all of which I 

would define a marvelous synthesis of her undoubted artistic quality.

     Finally, in my opinion, Yali Peng is without doubt, one of the more 

interesting and worthy artists in the field of international figurative art.

Sincerity and 
emotion in the 
yali Peng Painting

By Antonio Malmo

 In the “murky” and “oppressive” 

atmosphere in which the figurative art 

scene finds itself on a world level, it 

seems almost impossible that a light, 

of great intensity, could shine on the 

horizon: and such is Yali Peng.

  

  I must confess that it is to me a much 

welcome occasion to be able to draft 

some critiques on the painting of this 

American artist, originally from Taiwan.

   

Her multifaceted and broad personality 

is expressed in a thousand “rivulets”, 

“inclinations”, “artistic  interests”, 

“projects”, and “areas of art”, always 

with competence and depth. Of greatest 

interest on an 

exploratory level are the techniques, 

the new inclinations, and overall the 

“objectives” give advance notice to 

better feel the depth and to “emphasize” 

her “possibility” and expressive capacity.

    In many aspects, her C.V. is rich and 

variegated considering her young age. 

For good reason, her undeniable quality 

is appreciated and demanded from the 

art world. Her “energy”, her expressive 

force born of love, of her passion, not 

juvenile, for the design principally, and for 

the colors.  Her painting is an explosion 

of the most pleasant and delicate 

sensations.  It is sincere, spontaneous, 

without the “academic overtones”. She 

is absorbed in the surrounding reality, 

curious and always fascinated with the 

phantasmagoric spectacle of Nature.  It 

seems to me somehow restrictive to 

define her painting as abstractism- in 

the popular sense it is more diffuse 

than the meaning.  She is “instinctive”, 

quick in stroke, in mark, in delineating 

and suggesting her movements of 
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Praying for Peace / Being Peaceful

fighting againSt terroriSm

INk ON PAPeR

52,5 x 67,5 CM /21 x 27 IN

04.23.2002

T H e  T e R R O R P R O j e C T 
ya l i  P e n g 

918 LINCOLN AVe., MINNeAPOLIS, MN 55403 U.S.A./Tel + 1 612-977-9874 /e-mail: peng0005@tc.umn.edu /www.WorldsBestART.com
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The poor of el Salvador continue to die of malnutrition-12, 000 

children per year! And thousands of people die unnecessary 

deaths due to lack of medical attention, education and potable 

water. At a time when the human condition should be put at the 

center of the agenda of the Free Trade Agreement with Central 

America, the U.S response is to establish a military base near the 

International Airport in el Salvador. Condoning, supporting and 

profiting from a neo-liberal political process that impoverishes, 

starves, and marginalizes 48 to 60 percent of the people in el 

Salvador is terrorism, in my opinion.

My pursuits in solidarity with the popular socio-political 

movement in el Salvador and my artworks have increasingly 

coalesced, merging a very private career with what I call ‘the 

nightmare of history in the making.’ Two pieces, MORNING 

ABLAZe WITH SOMe SACRIFICe and LLeNA De DIeNTeS Y 

ReLAMPAGOS (Full of Teeth and Lightening) are from a series 

entitled I HAVe HeARD THe ReD HORSeS.  Aspects of past horrors 

are still evidenced in these works, but the past is evoked in a 

juxtaposition that illuminates the present. This is not an art of 

exposure but of synthesis wherein wholeness is constructed 

out of fragments and discord. The whole represents what I call 

the radical unconscious – a reconciling of unity with diversity 

that reflects the contemporary need to create a conscience. 

The political situation in el Salvador becomes a symbol of the 

current unconsummated moment, highlighting our apprehension 

of reality but at the same time perhaps strengthening our 

sympathy for our fellow man.

But, having said all that, I do not set out to make ‘political art’. 

I do not begin a work with a preconceived idea or preliminary 

sketch and then transpose that to canvas. The challenge for me 

is to stand in front of a blank canvas (at times massive!) and 

just start painting. This is the most exciting part of the process. 

In that sense I guess my work is intuitive. Of course as soon 

as I begin putting paint on the canvas then things start to be 

controlled as shapes and colours relate and change relative to 

one another. It is a slow way of working, not only technically 

- using layers of glazes, but also because at times I have to 

put work away for awhile and come back to that piece later. I 

often work on two or three paintings at any one time so they 

have a chance to mature or something during the process. I am 

currently working on two paintings that are probably the start 

of a new series, which I have not named yet, and one of those 

paintings has been turned to the wall because I am not sure 

where it is going. Later when I look at it again it will probably 

make sense. When I work, I rotate the canvas so for a while 

there is no up and down orientation. In fact sometimes, but 

not always, I do not decide which side is up until the work is 

finished. And I almost never name a piece until it is done. When I 

am involved in the making of a new work I am never sure exactly 

i haVe heard the red horSeS

by Marlie BURTON-ROCHe

¡Qué día ha sobrevenido! Qué espesa luz de 
leche, compacta, digital, me favorece!

He oído relinar su rojo caballo
desnudo sin herraduras y radiante.

    
Pablo Neruda    

When President Bush visited el Salvador in March of 

this year he proclaimed it as a triumph of U.S. foreign 

policy in Latin America.  If he means by triumph the 

propping up of a decaying client regime (the AReNA 

government), pressuring the left and center-left to 

move to the right, and attempts to destroy the ever 

increasing popular socio-political movement and the 

political alternatives that challenge the U.S. offensive 

in that county, then I guess he is entitled to his 

opinion. The reality is, all of the root causes of the 

revolution-one of the bloodiest in this hemisphere-

are still in place. 

The signing of the Peace Accords between the FMLN 

(Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional) 

and the right wing government of el Salvador in 

1992 heralded a seemingly positive trend. But it was 

and is delusional. The Peace Accords have not been 

complied with - to the extent that the United Nations 

refused to participate in the 10th Anniversary 

celebrations as organized by the AReNA government. 

Increasingly the AReNA party and President Flores 

are blocking and debilitating the positive political 

institutions born out of the Peace Accords (the 

National Civilian Police and the Office of the Attorney 

for the Defense of Human Rights) and they are not 

allowing the electoral and judicial reforms to happen. 

They have annulled the necessary equilibrium of 

power, contributing to loss of credibility of the 

Legislative Assembly and are using the majority of 

their votes in service of the interests of the rich.  

Meanwhile 48 percent of the countries 6.1 million 

people live in poverty. The World Bank and the United 

Nations say that per-capita gross domestic product 

is lower now than it was prior to the start of the 

civil war. The richest 20 percent of the population 

control 55.3 percent of the wealth while the poorest 

20 percent have only 3.7 percent. In many of the 

rural areas more than 60 percent of the people live in 

poverty.

T H e  T e R R O R P R O j e C T 
THe TeRROR PROjeCT 
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where I am going with it but I always know when I get there. I do not know 

how this happens but that is how I decide a work is completed.  Primarily I 

work in series, although frequently these overlap. Sometimes an individual 

piece can stand on it’s own and sometimes things only make sense as part 

of a series. I do not worry about this.

I never think about the market value of my art while I am working. In fact 

I try to never get into a situation where I have to produce art for a specific 

market. I find that working towards such an end somehow changes the 

quality of the work and takes focus away from whatever it is I am doing. 

But once work is in the market one has to be astute. I would never sell 

anything for less than what I think it is worth. I would rather keep work 

than sell it below price.

 I also try not to get caught up in working towards a pre-arranged show, 

probably because I am never sure how long it is going to take to complete 

a piece or a series of artworks. I need time to do whatever is required and 

this can vary tremendously because of the size of the work that I do and 

the way I work. As well, I need space to do other things, for example in 

el Salvador, if the need comes up. But I do think it is important once one 

has a body of artwork to present that work one way or another: Online, in 

exhibitions, in publications. As a form of universal communication art needs 

to be out there in the world. A positive secondary reason for presenting 

ones artwork is that it requires one to sit down and make a statement, 

which clarifies to ones-self what one has been doing.

Clarifying to myself what I am doing is particularly important to me because 

I work in relative isolation.  I grew up in isolation on a farm in rural Alberta, 

Canada, and while I did become part of a larger community as a university 

student and at art school and of course I have been influenced by the work 

of other artists, in particular Hans jenny, Piotr kowalsky and joan Miro (not 

necessarily in that order!) and as well by the work of First Nations Peoples 

of this region-especially in regard to their way of using space and light in 

their artworks, I have gradually gone back to a life of personal isolation. 

Now I just do what I do and I am not sure if it relates to other artist’s work 

or not. So it is important that I sometimes analyze what I am doing.

Working in the way I do probably means that my work is overlooked but I 

do not worry about this or even notice. The isolation is important to me. I 

just work away and when I am ready to exhibit artwork, something always 

comes up. I am not saying this is the best way to work but that is what I do.

Concerning art as a form of universal communication –I find this is a very 

exciting topic and while I totally do not think about this when I am making 

art, it is something I am interested in theoretically. To me the spatial and 

temporal concepts used in art express a codification of the reality in which 

we live and the cultural attitudes that are inherent to that reality. Spatial 

codifications develop instinctively, usually unknown to the authors, and this 

unconscious manifestation provides an acute insight into man’s attitude to 

his environment and fellow human beings.

What a morning 
is here! 

What a milk 
heavy glow in 

the air, 
integral, 

all of a piece,
intending some 

good! 
I have heard its 

red horses,
naked to bridle 

and iron, 
shimmering, 

whinnying there 

Translation of Pablo Neruda poem 
by Ben Belitt

THe TeRROR PROjeCT T H e  T e R R O R P R O j e C T 
marlie Burton-roche 

CANADA

The poor of el Salvador continue to die of malnutrition-12, 000 

children per year! And thousands of people die unnecessary 

deaths due to lack of medical attention, education and potable 

water. At a time when the human condition should be put at the 

center of the agenda of the Free Trade Agreement with Central 

America, the U.S response is to establish a military base near the 

International Airport in el Salvador. Condoning, supporting and 

profiting from a neo-liberal political process that impoverishes, 

starves, and marginalizes 48 to 60 percent of the people in el 

Salvador is terrorism, in my opinion.

My pursuits in solidarity with the popular socio-political 

movement in el Salvador and my artworks have increasingly 

coalesced, merging a very private career with what I call ‘the 

nightmare of history in the making.’ Two pieces, MORNING 

ABLAZe WITH SOMe SACRIFICe and LLeNA De DIeNTeS Y 

ReLAMPAGOS (Full of Teeth and Lightening) are from a series 

entitled I HAVe HeARD THe ReD HORSeS.  Aspects of past horrors 

are still evidenced in these works, but the past is evoked in a 

juxtaposition that illuminates the present. This is not an art of 

exposure but of synthesis wherein wholeness is constructed 

out of fragments and discord. The whole represents what I call 

the radical unconscious – a reconciling of unity with diversity 

that reflects the contemporary need to create a conscience. 

The political situation in el Salvador becomes a symbol of the 

current unconsummated moment, highlighting our apprehension 

of reality but at the same time perhaps strengthening our 

sympathy for our fellow man.

But, having said all that, I do not set out to make ‘political art’. 

I do not begin a work with a preconceived idea or preliminary 

sketch and then transpose that to canvas. The challenge for me 

is to stand in front of a blank canvas (at times massive!) and 

just start painting. This is the most exciting part of the process. 

In that sense I guess my work is intuitive. Of course as soon 

as I begin putting paint on the canvas then things start to be 

controlled as shapes and colours relate and change relative to 

one another. It is a slow way of working, not only technically 

- using layers of glazes, but also because at times I have to 

put work away for awhile and come back to that piece later. I 

often work on two or three paintings at any one time so they 

have a chance to mature or something during the process. I am 

currently working on two paintings that are probably the start 

of a new series, which I have not named yet, and one of those 

paintings has been turned to the wall because I am not sure 

where it is going. Later when I look at it again it will probably 

make sense. When I work, I rotate the canvas so for a while 

there is no up and down orientation. In fact sometimes, but 

not always, I do not decide which side is up until the work is 

finished. And I almost never name a piece until it is done. When I 

am involved in the making of a new work I am never sure exactly 
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Svein koningens “living gallery” in Noosa, Queensland 

Australia is an introduction and immersion into the 

actuality of lifestyle and art.  For this living gallery is 

a home, a gallery, a lifestyle:  it is an almost tangible 

dynamic fusion of art and daily living – and successfully 

showcases one of Australia’s few successful abstract 

expressionist artist’s ethos and work.

The life of Svein koningen is intriguing and here is 

a continuing journey that seems to parallel Svein’s 

cosmopolitan cultural background.  Born to a Norwegian 

mother, although he says “many ask whether I am 

Swedish”; and a Dutch 

father, Svein’s family 

lived first in Amsterdam 

then took a cultural 

and geographic leap to 

Geelong, Australia.  

Having completed his 

secondary schooling Svein 

spent a summer in a gift 

shop and was about to 

continue in a world of 

retail when he discovered 

the idea of industrial 

design and so set off to 

art school. He excelled 

academically albeit 

with a glitch of feisty 

european independence 

and determination to 

think outside the box.  Perhaps the genes of a Dutch 

father working in Norway during the war, with the 

underground movement were finding expression in the 

next generation.

Noosa seems to suit Svein and he to it.  He has achieved 

substantial success and recognition throughout 

Australia and across the Americas, Asia and europe.  

“I always maintained my passion for art throughout 

the years in business, drawing and experimenting with 

many different mediums and styles. It was abstract 

expressionism that eventually drew me away from 

realism, as it is the one style of painting that truly 

allows the artist to reveal their personality through 

spontaneity,” Svein says.

Svein’s work is abstract expressionist.  There are 

canvasses hungry, swirling, gutsy, trowelled and grafted 

with vibrant colour & energy.  The artist says he works 

with intense physicality, always to music and like one 

of the forefathers to abstract expressionism in America, 

jackson Pollack, also works with the canvasses in a 

horizontal position.  

For Svein, inspiration is found in the process painting 

and the of development 

and exploration and again, 

following in the tradition 

of jackson Pollack, he is 

a high octane painter and 

drips, splashes, using layers 

of paint, palette knives, 

trowels and sweeping 

movements.  

 “While I may begin a 

painting with the vision of a 

certain colour or a specific 

theme, I never really know 

exactly what form the 

finished canvas will take.  I 

simply allow my instinct to 

guide my hands and draw 

inspiration from the process 

of creation.”

“The one constant in my work is my expression of 

vibrant colour and energy”. The artist says he wants 

to take people out of their everyday life and create 

an ongoing frisson of energy and colour.  Sometimes, 

Svein feels there is a connectedness between our soul’s 

journey in this life and the expressions that appear on 

canvass.  However, the artist is categoric in attesting 

that there is no political or social statement in his work.

Perhaps this imbuement of life, vitality and essence 

of soul, rhythm and stunning vibrant colour provides 

a clue to the value and desirability that domestic and 

international clients place on Svein koningens’ works.  
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Svein Koningen
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Contact: koningen@bigpond.com  phone +61 7 54555282  www.koningen.com.au

Svein koningen is represented in Hong kong at the Bark Modern Art Gallery

Bark modern art

1/f 13-14 lan Kwai fong

central hong Kong Sar

852 2537 7271
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The Loss  of  Lyricism

TOpic

AndreA pAgnes is A freeLAnce 
criTic And ArTisT bAsed in veneziA

L
yricism, intended as a central position assumed by the 

subject in reference to the world, cannot, categorically, 

belong to our world. This does not mean that in the 

works currently being produced there are no lyrical insinuations.  

however, they are uniquely due to the singularity of sporadic 

intuitive sparks typical of an author, and not to a natural 

“ingenuous state”, a natural inspiration that characterises its 

substantial uniqueness, its essence or its hypothetical creativity.  

This no longer occurs.  Any work whatsoever, nowadays, even 

though it maintains a certain level of systematicity, always lacks 

organicity.  in the current context, man, and hence the artist, is 

de-centred within a void, within flatness and the uniform nature 

of existential chaos, ensnared within the demagogic viscosity of 

a phantom creative belief system. contemporary art desires to 

retrieve and experiment.  by exasperating formal expression, it 

seems to endlessly want to offer new possibilities, new openings.  

And yet the formal characteristics of a work only rarely coincide 

with or clearly express contents in their entirety; more often than 

not (perhaps even despite the author’s own conscious wishes), 

they are mystified.  openings are therefore dilated to such an 

extent that they become a murky whirlpool where only fiction 

and simulation survive in any definite form.  form collapses, and 

along with it the contents, as form is the substance that lies 

hidden behind the qualities of content.  hence, totally devoid 

of naturalness, art becomes and is an essentially voluntary, 

gratuitous, hence vulgar, act.

*
**

contemporary thought is eclectic.  man is moving ever closer 

to a culture of becoming, and not of being.  Art, in general, thus 

becomes an evocation of other possible worlds, provided that it 

does not have history at its complete disposal without having first 

run through its spatio-temporal context.  but nowadays this does 

not happen.  now man is disappointed by art because he expects 

from it the realisation of something that is other-than-himself.  he 

expects new indications, while art can only manage to pile dust on 

dust. The most tragic and painful aspect is that in this culture of 

becoming man is ever more aware that he is a creature that can 

in no way go beyond itself.  faced with the rapid-fire mutations 

of objective evidence, he is destabilised and incapable of finding 

his centre within the real.  The artist, the poet, incapable of taking 

charge of the real that is incessantly eluding his grasp, substitutes 

it with a universe of signs, colours and words that endlessly 

repeat the painful truth: “man is a creature that possesses no 

means with which to move beyond itself.  he is a prisoner of his 

own making, incapable of fighting himself”.  This is an implacable 

repetition that, however, remains immutable before the void of 

life; it continues to repeat itself precisely in order to find an escape 

route, a solution to dramatic, anxiety-ridden tension. yet in our era, 

people often become artists to satisfy a need for identity; art is 

used to affirm a depressing and lamentable individuality, and this 

is an agony we are all guilty of having brought about. Art is art.  

poetry is poetry.  Writing is writing.  And this is all. 

The origins of this agony can be found in the figure of 

contemporary man himself.  At the end of the 20th century, in 

order to survive (in the existential sense) his de-centrality in 

reference to reality, to the impossibility of affirming himself as a 

being in the world, man struts forth as a grand actor representing 

himself, a manipulator of his own, and therefore others’, image, 

a hoaxer who loves (even though in the end he is forced to do 

it) to continually represent himself within different scenarios.  

A chameleon, a manqué protagonist who has lost all trace of 

behavioural innocence, even though he fully intends not to forego 

an attempt to retrieve an improbable and indefinable naturalness 

of action and production: a standard-bearer, in other words, of 

constant contradiction. This is a behavioural trait that is obviously 

induced and dictated by artificial needs.  but this is the historical 

condition of current man; this is his new nature, and these are the 

mechanisms of his cultural production.  not to accept this given 

would imply the onset of incalculable risks, not the least of which 

is that of offering the current territories of society’s imaginary 

constructs, and therefore art, an other, a different territory. 

perhaps this territory might appear to be purer, more just, but it 

is imaginary none the less. in art, which in any case has to remain 

faithful to its time if it is to maintain any sense, past meaning must 

be made to resound, as the qualities of any work are determined 

more and more often by singular choices.  man stands on the 

verge of the 21st century as an extremely hyper-individual being; 

he is exasperated and continually wrong-footed by reality, by his 

own and others’ misleading, artificial appearance.  The problem of 

artifice is none the less a serious and complex problem that offers 

vast opportunity for replies and reactions. The only possibility 

of saving the naturalness of being and producing, as a means of 

guaranteeing the survival of human quality, is to lead artifice to its 

extreme consequences, and that is further, beyond…  

This is an extremely difficult and complicated task precisely 

because it is paradoxical.  but art cannot, nor, above all, should it, 

balk at this task, even though it is now abandoned and reserve-

less in the process of disillusionment from which the concept of 

the “poetic” arose in our century.  but an art that gives no illusion 

or that is only reasonable – to indirectly cite Leopardi – is like a 

reasonable beast: there is simply no such thing.

in order to communicate and rediscover the dimension of 

the sensitive, man has no choice but to go beyond himself, 

further than himself.  communication, as dino formaggio has 

it, is an act of the body; it is neither intellectual nor intellective.  

communication has nothing to do with information: it is an 

emotional reaction, it is communion.  Art that expels emotional 

reaction only breeds fraud and deception.  sign, word and colour 

must be linked and organised together within the body.  The body 

takes no prisoners, and when it gives in to deception, it confesses.  

Always.

by Andrea pagnes
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doing documenta11 press  

pRess

documenta11

michael ashkin, neW york, usA

untitled (nj meadowlands project),

2000-2001*

installation view, 

silver gelatin prints

photo credit: Oren sior

courtesy Andrea Rosen Gallery, 

new york

*work shown at Documenta11
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documenta11

Yang Fu dong, shAnghAi, chinA

Tonight’s moon, 2000

still from video installation

courtesy of the artist 
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documenta11
kassel
germanY

Documenta11 Timeline

6.6 -  15.9 2002 

On October 26, 1998, the 

Oberbürgermeister of kassel, Georg 

Lewandowski, acting on behalf of 

Documenta’s supervisory board, 

announced Okwui enwezor as 

artistic director of Documenta11.

insistently transnational, 

interdisciplinary and 

transgenerational in its concerns, 

the broad artistic and crit ical scope 

of Documenta11 was devised by 

enwezor and his team of six co-

curators, carlos Basualdo, ute 

meta Bauer, susanne Ghez, sarat 

maharaj, mark nash, and Octavio 

zaya, who were introduced to the 

public on October 12, 2000.

comprised of a constellation 

of f ive platforms, realized on 

four continents over the span 

of eighteen months between 

march 2001 and september 

2002, Documenta11 extends 

in substantive, spatial and 

temporal terms beyond the 

traditional 100 days format of 

past documenta exhibitions. The 

first four platforms were devised 

as committed, discursive, public 

interventions, and enacted within 

distinct communities around 

themes conceived to probe the 

contemporary problematics and 

possibil it ies of art, polit ics, and 

society. creating a network of 

partners, collaborators, and 

interlocutors, many institutions 

and foundations were instrumental 

in realizing, together with 

Documenta11, the platforms, 

among them the Academy of 

Fine Arts Vienna/institute for 
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documenta11

gaston andré 

ancelovici 

(colectivo cine-ojo), 

chile

memoirs of an 

everyday War, 1986*

Film still, 

29 minutes, color 

courtesy of First Run, 

icarus Films, new york 

*work shown at 

Documenta 11

documenta11

the atlas group 

(Walid ra’ad), 

neW york, usA.

sweet Talk or a Beirut 

photographic Archive,

1975-/1993-*

nr. of prints 2477

nr. of available prints 200

hi-Resolution scans 

(b&w/color) 

Digital-c prints (b&w/

color/various sizes) 

courtesy of the artist

*work shown at 

Documenta11



contemporary Art, the house 

of World cultures and the 

German Academic exchange 

service DAAD, Berl in, the 

prince claus Fund for culture 

and Development,  the hague, 

the india habitat center, new 

Delhi, cODesRiA (council  for the 

Development of social science 

Research in Africa), Dakar, 

and the Goethe institute inter 

nationes, munich and Lagos.

The first platform, Democracy 

unrealized took place in Vienna, 

Austria, from march 15 to 

April  20, 2001. it  continued 

from October 9 to October 

30, 2001, in Berl in, Germany. 

platform2, experiments with 

Truth: Transitional justice and 

The processes of Truth and 

Reconcil iation, took place in new 

Delhi, india, from may 7 to may 

21, 2001, and consisted of f ive 

days of public panel discussions,  

lectures, and debates and a video 

program that included over 30 

documentaries and fiction fi lms. 

The third platform, créolité 

and creolization, was held on 

the West indian island of st. 

Lucia in the caribbean between 

january 12 and january 16, 

2002. platform4, held in Lagos 

from march 15 to march 21, 

2002, under siege: Four African 

cities, Freetown, johannesburg, 

kinshasa, Lagos, engaged the 

current state of affairs of fast-

growing African urban centers 

in a public symposium, along 

with a workshop, “urban 

processes in Africa,” organized 

in collaboration with cODesRiA. 

Over the course of one year, 

more than 80 international 

participants across many 

disciplines-philosophers, writers, 

artists, architects, polit ical 

activists, lawyers, scholars, 

and other cultural practitioners 

contributed to the evolving, 

dynamic public sphere that 

spelled out Documenta11’s 
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documenta11

ravi agarWal, new delhi, india

slum Dwellers in front of skyscraper, Gujarat,

india, 1999

color print on archival paper

40 x 60 cm 

documenta11

nari Ward, neW York, usA

strange Roots, 1999

installation view – project Row houses,

houston Tx, 2000

photos, roofing membrane, carts, advertising 

circulars, tree branches

Work destroyed by artist 



attempt to formulate a crit ical 

model that joins heterogeneous 

cultural and artistic circuits of 

present global context. 

in February 2001, the 

website of Documenta11 

(www.documenta.de) was 

launched. it has served as a 

source of practical information, 

and has also provided 

comprehensive access to the 

debates and discussions of the 

platforms. As  an important step 

toward that aim, on April  23, 

2001, Documenta11 launched the 

video sections of its website, 

making available al l  lectures, 

presentations, and discussions in 

”Real Video“ broadcast. 

On October 8, 2001, Documenta11 

and point d’ironie, published by 

agnes b. and edited by hans-

ulrich Obrist,  published the first 

issue in a one year collaboration, 

designed by Thomas hirschhorn. 

The second issue, designed by 

yona Friedman, was released on 

january 15, 2002. A third issue is 

designed by hanne Darboven. 

Thinking and doing Documenta11, 

a program of public lectures and 

artists’ talks as well  as seminars 

and workshops  for the education 

of the Documenta11 guides, was 

initiated on February 4, 2002. 

conceived by Documenta11 

co-curators sarat maharaj-who 

conducted a seminar at humboldt 

university Berl in in the Fall 

semester of 2001/02  under the 

same tit le- ute meta Bauer and 

the Documenta11 education 

project Advisors Oliver marchart 

and karin Rebbert, the series 

was to analyze the conceptual 

and organizational processes of 

Documenta11. comprising five 

segments which ran over f ive 

months, thinking and doing 

Documenta11 revisited the 

central concerns of the five  

Documenta11 platforms, and 
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documenta11

ngabriel orozco, verAcruz, mexico. 

Lives in new york, ny, usA

Ventilators, 1997; Blackboards, 1997;

White Flowers, 1998; ping pond Table, 1998

installation view at ARc, 1998 

courtesy Galerie chantal crousel, paris 

documenta11

Fabian marcaccio, 

Argentina.

 Lives in new york, usA

paintant stories, 2000

mixed media 

installation view 

“paintant stories” at 

the Württembergischen 

kunstverein stuttgart

photo credit: Foto 

hirrlinger stuttgart 

courtesy of the 

artist and the  

Württembergischen 

kunstverein stuttgart



»

discussed the historical, social, and institutional conditions for contemporary artistic  production, and  

reception, both in seminars with the 120 guides, who work for Documenta11’s Visitors service, and  in public 

lectures. in this ongoing project, invited international scholars and artists of Documenta11 present ideas 

and  their work. Dedicated also to the fostering of crit ical dialogue with young professionals in the fields of 

visual practice,  the Documenta11 education project also comprises a fel lowship program. On march 4, 2002, 

nine young curators, artists, and scholars from mexico, japan, india, italy, Belarus, the us, Germany, and 

Austria began their work in  kassel to participate in the formation of the fifth platform.

On February 28, 2002, Documenta11 announced the architectural f irm kühn malvezzi selected to design the 

exhibition galleries. The German-ital ian firm, founded in 2001, based in Vienna, and consisting of Wilfried 

kühn  (*1967), johannes kühn (*1969), and simona malvezzi (*1966), devised an elegant, articulate, 

multifaceted spatial  design for our new venue at the Binding Brauerei. The scale of the exhibition spaces 

adds substantial ly, in total square meters, to the exhibition space of Documenta11, al lowing for a scale 

that enables a focused engagement with the  individual artistic works. Built in 1897, the brewery was 

expanded four times over the course of its one hundred year  history and shut down two years ago. The 

styl istically heterogeneous building complex is the starting point of kühn  malvezzi’s architectural design 

for Documenta11. Developing a f lexible grid structure to transform this non-art site into an ideal exhibition 

space, they made minimal interventions into the building’s substance and its partly historic landmark  

façade. in addition to the Binding Brauerei, The museum Fridericianum, the karlsaue, the documenta-hall , 
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and the  kulturbahnhof, and other locations in the city, wil l  host other exhibition projects. A staff of 120 

installers started working in the buildings on march 4, 2002.On the occasion of Documenta11, the German 

Federal ministry of Finance, hans eichel, issued a special postage stamp and a 10 euro commemorative coin 

on may 2, 2002.

On April  30, 2002, Documenta11 announced the l ist of the 116 invited artists. As we celebrate the opening of 

the fifth platform of Documenta11 on june 8, 2002, we look back almost four years on the span of activit ies, 

research, public debates, around which the project was organized. Throughout the 100 days of the exhibition, 

a program of artists’ presentations, concerts, performances,workshops, and a f i lm program wil l  further 

augment the generous scale and exploratory character of the exhibition.

the documenta-exhibitions

it  was Arnold Bode, a painter and academy professor from kassel, who in 1955 made the attempt to 

reestablish Germany as a partner of discourse to the rest of the world, and to reconnect it with international 

art by organizing a “presentation of the Art of the 20th century”.After founding the “society of the 

Occidental Art of the xx century”,he managed, with the support of this society, to present classical modern 

art in the sti l l  destroyed museum Fridericianum, the art which had been defamed as degenerated by the 

national social ists, and to present it in such a way as it had never before been seen in Germany.

WORLD exhiBiTiOnsDOcumenTA11

documenta11

eija-liisa ahtila, finLAnd

TALO / The hOuse, 2002*

app. 14 minutes, 3-screen DVD installation,

 s-16 / DVD-R pAL 16:9, audio DD 5.1

Written and directed by eija-Liisa Ahtila;

production crystal eye Ltd

courtesy Gasser & Grunert Gallery, newyork

 *work shown at Documenta11

documenta11

olumuYiWa olamide osiFuYe,  nigeriA 

image from a photo-essay of Lagos, nigeria,

2002*

color photograph

courtesy of the artist

*work shown at Documenta11

olumuyiwa olamide osifuye  

* 1960 Lagos, nigeria. Lives in Lagos, nigeria 

Olumuyiwa Olamide Osifuye is a photo-essayist and documentary photographer in 

Lagos, nigeria. in his work he seeks to record the harsh realities of the nigerian society 

long-tethered to the battering post of military dictatorship and widespread economic 

hardships. Osifuye’s images eloquently suggest, without falling into visual clichés, a 

proud and resilient people, even if scarred by the failures of the postcolonial state. For 

Documenta11, Osifuye creates a photo-essay of Lagos, nigeria’s most enigmatic city.
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The first documenta was a retrospective, including works of art from all  the important groups (Fauvism, 

expressionism, cubism, Blue Rider, Futurism) and from such ingenious individuals as pablo picasso, max 

ernst,hans Arp, henri matisse, Wassily kandinsky and henry moore. included in this tour de force of  the 

history of art of the first 50 years of this century were not only the classical representatives of modern 

art, but also many influential modern painters from Germany, such as paul klee, Oskar schlemmer and max 

Beckmann.

The enormous need to catch up on information brought 130 000 visitors to kassel to see this exhibition, 

which was at the same time a retrospective and a forum for contemporary art.

encouraged by this unexpected success, Bode decided to stage a second exhibition in 1959, thereby 

establishing the  cycle of the kassel expositions. since 1959, the documenta has been organised by a l imited 

l iabil ity company, the associates being the city of kassel and the state of hesse.

until  the 4th documenta in 1968, Arnold Bode signed responsible for the exhibition, together with such 

noted art historians as Werner haftmann, Wil l  Grohmann, Werner schmalenbach and max imdahl. The 

documenta itself turned more and more into a seismograph for developments in contemporary art.

in 1972, “General secretary” harald szeemann fronted a new concept of the exhibition´s organisation. An 

international jury, authorized by the board of directors of the documenta company, selects a new artistic 

director for each exhibition. in 1997, catherine David was the first woman to be chosen for this position. 

each documenta bears the very personal imprint of its curator´s ideas and personal concepts,  thereby 

WORLD exhiBiTiOnsDOcumenTA11
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becoming not only a forum for current tendencies in contemporary art, but also an opportunity for the 

realisation of innovative and standard-setting new exhibition concepts. each documenta, in its own way, 

steers the international discourse onto new pathways. During the past 4 decades, the documenta has 

established itself as an institution which has gone far beyond simply presenting whatever is currently to be 

seen. every 5 years, the discussion within the international art community is comprised in kassel´s “Museum 

of 100 Days” . The examinative discourse and the dynamics of the discussion focussing on the respective 

concept of the  documenta (and its curator) mirrors society´s expectations of art.

visual presence documenta11

Okwui enwezor, the artistic director of the Documenta11, has selected the design submitted by artist and 

designer ecke Bonk as the next documenta´s graphic presentation.

ecke Bonk, himself a participant of the documenta x in 1997, purposely chose an in his own words 

understated “Wordmark” , as opposed to a speculative trademark, oriented along the industry´s corporate 

identity-models.

Last year, a l imited competition for the creation of the graphic image of the Documenta11 had been 

instigated, in which seven renowned artists and designers where invited to participate. After examining the 

presentations the artistic director decided on the logo by ecke Bonk, which stands in the tradition of his  

“typosophic society” , init iated during the late eighties.
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documenta11

black audio Film collective, uk

handsworth songs, 1986*

color, 60 min. Directed by john Akomfrah, 

produced by Linda Gopaul courtesy smoking 

Dogs films, London

*work shown at Documenta11

black audio Film collective

black Audio film collective was founded in 1983 

by John Akomfrah, reece Auguiste, edward george, 

Lina gopaul, Avril Johnson, david Lawson and Trevor 

mathison. Their aim was the development of black 

independent film culture in britain, working on a variety 

of projects ranging from industrial videos to feature 

documentaries. it was dissolved in 1998.

documenta11

bouabré, Frédéric 

brulY,  ivory coas

“pictographie: vision 

de la “guerre-demon”: 

citée déserte; pleurs 

sous les yeux; 

tourbillon vent en traits 

croissants”

From the series The 

museum of the African 

Face (scarification), 

1990-1991*

colored pencil and ball 

point pen on cardboard

courtesy of André 

magnin and the pigozzi

collection, new york

*work shown at 

Documenta11

Frédéric bruly bouabré

*1923 zéprégüuhé, bété 

Land, ivory coast. Lives 

in Abidjan, ivory coast 

known as writer, poet, 

storyteller, researcher 

archivist and graphic 

artist, bouabré’s work 

centers around his 

experiments with 

language. self named 

sheik nadro (one who 

doesn’t forget), his 

negotiation of text 

and image began as a 

particular endeavor to 

sustain the memory and 

reconstruct the identity 

of the oral culture of 

the bété.
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documenta11

ouattara Watts, ivory coAsT, 

Lives in new york.

sirius_sigui, 2002

274 x 305 cm 

private collection new york 

courtesy of the Gagosian Gallery, 

new york 
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documenta11

koŽaric

heap, 2001 

mixed media, 24 x 23 cm

courtesy of the artist 

ivan kožaric

*1921 in petrinja. Lives in zagreb.

ivan kožaric started to exhibit in 1953. his first one man show was in 1955, and in the next three years he had exhibitions with ivo dul?i? in zagreb (1956), Ljubljana (1957) and 

belgrade (1958). Apart from having short study trips to italy and germany, in 1959/60 kožari? spent a few months in paris. At the beginning of the sixties he was one of the zagreb 

cult group gorgona. next to regular one man shows, he exhibited at various joint and conceptual exhibitions which represented croatian (earlier yugoslav) art at home and 

abroad. in 1976 he exhibited at the biennale in venice, in sao paolo in 1979, and, more recently, with a few other artists, was the central personality in an exhibition of croatian 

contemporary sculpture in duisburg. several of this sculptures have been placed in public places, and the most recent, grounded sun, was set up in zagreb in 1994. his more 

recent award is The vjesnik Annual Josip ra?i? Award, which he got in 1994 for the kožari? studio exhibition in zagreb’s zvonimir gallery. As a member of the initiating committee, 

he has been campaigning for the setting up of a croatian museum of contemporary Art, and since 1991-1996 he has been the president of the croatian society of fine Artist.



eLiTe 50. inTeRnATiOnAL exhiBiTiOn OF ART LA biennALe di veneziA

frAncesco bonAmi 
 

the neW director oF 
la biennale di 

venezia 2003  

born in florence, italy 1955

education
1982 mfA stage design and contemporary Art, 
Academy of fine Arts, florence
1975-1977 Architectural studies, university of 
florence, italy

proFessional appointments

pResenT
curator visual Arts 50th venice biennale 2003

manilow senior curator museum of contemporary 
Art chicago
defining collection and acquisitions policy, curator 
and programming exhibitions, budget planning and 
participating in fund raising and capital campaign 
strategies.

Artistic director fondazione sandretto 
rerebaudengo per L ‘Arte, Turin
creating and curetting the annual program 
including a prize for young artists. selecting 
the architect and following the design and the 
development of the new building. 
conceiving the managing structure of the new 
building opening in september 2002.

Artistic director pittilmmagine discovery, florence
curetting three projects a year for pitti immagine a 
company devoted to the promotion of the fashion 
business through cultural events. consulting for 
the company funding 
projects like the matthew barney’s
cremaster 2 catalogue for the Walker Art center 
and other communication and promotional events.

contributing Writer for various Art periodicals and 
international publications 
Author of essays for museum and Artists 
catalogues and Art magazines

1990-1997
united states editor of flash Art international

curAToriAL AppoinTmenTs

2004 
Wish you Were here! Tourism and the Art of 
moving people 1893-2001, mcA, chicago

2003 
50th venice biennale
hiroshi sugimoto, mcA chicago
The fourth sex: The extreme people of 
adolescence, co-curator raf simons, pitti 
immagine florence

2002
giuseppe gabellone, mcA, chicago
people see painting, mcA, chicago
exiT; geographies of italian Art, fondazione 
sandretto rerebaudengo per L’Arte-inaugural 
exhibition
intermission. The World of hedi slimane, with 
Jerome sans, pitti immagine, florence
Art pace, guest curator international program for 
the new building.

2001
original Language , mcA chicago
chain of vision, hara museum Tokyo, fondazione 
sandretto rerebaudengo per L’Arte
curatorial consultant, Arte povera exhibition, 
Walker Art center, Tate gallery, London.
uniform: order and disorder, pitti immagine, 
florence, momA /ps 1, Long island city/ny
Thomas demand. pitti discovery, florence
vinoh matadin/inez van Lamsweerde pitti 
discovery, florence
maurizio cattelan “felix” mcA chicago

2000
“manifesta 3 Ljubljana.
“Age of influence: reflection in the mirror of 
American culture” mcA chicago 
Today, Today, Today (parreno, Leckey, perrone) pitti 
discovery, florence 
susanne cianciollo, pitti discovery, florence
shirin neshat. pitti discovery, florence 
sharon Lockhart, pitti discovery, florence

1999
“examining pictures” Whitechapel, London, mcA 
chicago, Arman hammer Los Angeles 
“common people”, fondazione sandretto 
rerebaudengo per i ‘Arte,Torino
doug Aitken, pitti discovery, florence 
pipilotti rist, pitti discovery, florence
matthew barney cremaster 2, (european 
premiere), pitti discovery, florence

1998
“unfinished history” Walker Art center, 
minneapolis, mcA chicago
 “yesterday begins Tomorrow” bard college, new 
york
“L.A. Times”, fondazione sandretto rerebaudengo 
per l’Arte, Torino
“The king is not the queen” Archipelago 
stockholm cultural capital of europe 1998 
“vertical Time” barbara gladstone gallery, new 
york

1997

“delta” Arc, musee d’Art modern , paris
biennal siTe sAnTA fe ii: “Truce; An organic 
reflection on contemporary Art at The end of The 
millennium”, An international survey, 27 artists 
from 20 countries
“Loco-motion; contemporary Art at the border 
of cinema“ venice , in conjunction with the 47th 
biennale di venezia

1996
campo 6; The spiral village, 16 artists 
from 10 countries galleria civica Torino, 
bonnefantenmuseum
maastricht, fondazione sandretto rerebaudengo 
per L’Arte

1995
The Last 60 years of italian Art, selecting curator 
for the artists of the 90’s, 
The national museum of contemporary Art, seoul, 
korea
“campo: photography as the last tool of 
conviviality” 27 Artists from 13 countries at the 
corderie of the Arsenate in venice, foundation 
sandretto rerebaudengo, Turin, 
italy! malmo kunstmuseer, sweden 
“grass roots: The italians desert”, project in 
progress to Travel in europe and us.

1994
“prima Linea: A new generation of italian Art”, 
Trevi museum, italy

1993
“The mere interchange”, venice biennale, Aperto 
93’
(matthew barney {prize europe 2000), maurizio 
cattelan, Jessica diamond, carter kustera, Alix 
Lambert,
kristin oppenheim, gabriel orozco, charles ray, 
rainald schumacher, rudolf stingel
coordinator and fund raiser for the American 
Artists invited to Aperto 93’

boards and committees

carnegie international Advisory board
manifesta international board
first yokohama Triennial
The fabric Workshop

books and publications

“gabriele basilico”, phaidon press, London 2001
“maurizio cattelan”, phaidon press, London 1999
“dreams/sogni” With hans ulrich obrist, 
fondazione sandretto rerebaudengo per 
l’Arte,Torino
creAm, phaidon press, London 1998
“echoes; contemporary Art at the Age of endless 
conclusions” The monacelli press, new york, 1996
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la biennale di venezia

8th international 
architecture exhibition

next

Venice
Giardini di castello 
Arsenale

This year, the Biennale di Venezia, long established 

as the world’s most significant venue for debate 

on contemporary architecture, is signaling a new 

direction for design, a move away from the virtual 

and toward the material.

From september 8 to november 3 the Biennale 

di Venezia will host nexT, an exploration of 

the imminent future of architecture. under the 

directorship of Deyan sudjic, the London based 

critic and curator, the exhibition brings together 

more than 100 projects currently being built that 

each in their own way will serve to define the 

nature of architecture in the years to come.

The architecture biennale aims to reach as wide 

an audience as possible. next offers a unique 

opportunity to find in one place a range of the 

most significant new work that will be realized 

over the years to come.

Architecture recently has often been presented as 

if it were a form of installation art, or dominated by 

cyber space or video. This biennale will concentrate 

instead on the physical, the material and the tactile. 

Architects have been invited to submit large scale models, 

and where appropriate full size material prototypes. Toyo 

ito’s work with aluminum and with glass reinforced cement 

for example will be represented not only by drawings, but 

by actual materials. Future systems’s innovative department 

store for selfridges in Birmingham will be shown in model 

form, but also feature a full size representation of its strikingly 

inventive cladding.

And in another departure, the biennale has selected individual 

projects. Rather than inviting architects to make their own 

installations, the biennale has commissioned john pawson 

to design the architecture of the exhibition as a whole. in 

this way the Biennale hopes to achieve a greater sense of 

coherence for the exhibition.

projects will be grouped according to types.

The exhibition, which forms, one half of the Biennale - with 

the national pavilions in the Giardini representing the other 

- will be staged in the magnificent buildings of the Arsenale, 

Venice’s sublime complex of naval architecture built over 

the centuries.

LA BiennALe Di VeneziA

8. inTeRnATiOnAL ARchiTecTuRe exhiBiTiOnnext

Adjaye /Associates

david adjaye

idea store - Whitechapel rd, London, 2003

photo 1: external

photo 2: Atrium external

photo 3: night

client: London borough of Tower hamlet

8. international Architecture exhibition

photo: arsenale

8. international Architecture exhibition

photo: corderie 

embT Arquitectes Associats

enric miralles

benedetta Tagliabue

photo: istituto universitario di Architettura, venezia
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next LA BiennALe Di VeneziA

8. inTeRnATiOnAL ARchiTecTuRe exhiBiTiOn

8.  9.2002

3.11.2002

Within the corderie and Artiglierie sections of the Arsenale, exhibits will be 

grouped in ten sections, each dealing with a particular theme: housing, 

museums, toWers, Work, communication, perFormance, shopping, 

education, church and state, and master plans. Architects 

represented here range from emerging voices, to the well established. in 

each case, the choice has been based on the relevance of the project.

The housing section will feature a large scale model of the Great Wall 

commune, an intriguing complex designed by 10 architects from mainland 

china, with contributions from shigeru Ban from japan and Gary chang 

from hong kong. Also included in this section is a palatial villa designed by 

Arata isozaki for Quatar, with interiors by sottsass, castiglioni Ron Arad, 

and art by Richard serra and David hockney, but it will also deals with social 

housing, high tech energy saving systems, and new materials.

in the towers section, Renzo piano’s project for the new york Times will 

be featured alongside norman Foster’s swiss Re in London, jean nouvel’s 

Agbar Tower in Barcelona, and meccanoo’s montevideo Tower in Rotterdam. 

in the education section there are projects for new libraries in china, the 

usA hollad, as well as stephen holl’s residences for miT, and Dixon jones 

university buildings in Belfast.

The national pavilions in the Giardini di castello form the second of the 

two main sites on which the Biennale operates. next here is interpreted by 

national commissioners in their own way. 

The usA will feature the World Trade center site; Russia will show eric Owen 

moss’s new Opera house for st petersburg. Brazil will look at the future of 

its cities. in the italian pavilion, The next italy section will look at major new 

projects of all types planned for italy, designed by architects from both italy 

and elsewhere. These will include Odile Decq, Bolles and Wilson, Grafton 

Architects, enric miralles and Benedetta Tagliabue. To unify the two sites, 

the themes on show at the Arsenale will be covered in a display within the 

italian pavilion.

One special feature of the exhibition in the Arsenale is the city of Towers 

project, being realized with the help and support of Alessi. A group of ten 

architects have been commissioned to design high rise skyscrapers, in the 

region of 100 stores. These will be realized as very large models, at the 

scale of 1:100, they will be more than 4 meters, tall and displayed inside the 

corderie. The architects involved include zaha hadid, Future systems, Toyo 

ito, and David chipperfield.

8. international Architecture 

exhibition

deyan sudjic

director

8. international 

Architecture exhibition

Franco bernabé

president 

diener & diener Architekten

diener

museum rosengart in Luzern

photo credit: christian vogt

steven holl Architects

steven holl

all photos: undergraduate residence, simmons hall, mit-massachusset, usA  

foster  & partners 

norman Foster

photo 1: photomontage view of the proposed building from st helen’s churchyard

photo 2: photomontage view of the proposed building on the London skyline

photo credit: richard davies 

eisenman Architects

peter eisenman

photo 1: computer rendering of multi-tiered lobby in the music Theater, city of culture of galicia, 

santiago de compostela, spain.

photo 2: computer rendering of the city of culture of galicia, santiago de compostela, spain, showing 

the relationship of the  buildings, their roofs, and their volumes.

LA BiennALe Di VeneziA   8. inTeRnATiOnAL ARchiTecTuRe exhiBiTiOn

LA BiennALe Di VeneziA   8. inTeRnATiOnAL ARchiTecTuRe exhiBiTiOn
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LA BiennALe Di VeneziA

8. inTeRnATiOnAL ARchiTecTuRe exhiBiTiOnnext

hans hollein

photo: monte La, porr-Towers, Laaerberg, Wien

daniel libeskind

photos 1, 2: denver Art museum, denver, colorado

photocredit: millerhare

daniel libeskind

photo 3: denver Art museum, 

denver, colorado

photocredit: millerhare

garofalo miura Architetti

Francesco garofalo

sharon Yoshie miura 

photo: chiesa di santa maria delle grazie, 

roma 2001-2002

client: vicariato di roma

photo credit: Alberto muciaccia

ingenhoven overdick und partner

cristoph ingenhoven

all photos: ingenhoven stuttgard railway station, stuttgard, germany

LAb architecture studio

donald bates

peter davidson

federation square, melbourne, Australia

photo: render of information column located 

within north auditorium

renzo piano building Workshop s.r.l.

renzo piano

photo: The new york Times building 

2000-in progress

client: The new york Times 

company+forest city ratner 

companies

bernard tschumi

photo: new Acropolis 

museum, Athens, greece

Wood marsh pty Ltd 

Architecture

roger Wood

randal marsh

photo: mirvac Tower v,  

melbourne, Australia
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next la Biennale di Venezia

8. international architecture exhiBition

Zaha Hadid Architects

Zaha Hadid

all photos: BMW Factory, Leipzig, Germany

Sauerbruch Hutton Architekten

Matthias Sauerbruch

Louisa Hutton

Federal Agency for the Environment, Dessau, 

Germany

SOM

David Childs 

photo 1: Changhi Airport, Singapore.

photo 2: Changhi Airport, Singapore.

Toyo Ito Associates, Architects

Toyo Ito

photo 1: M Hall in Matsumoto, Matsumoto, Japan

photo 2: Relaxation Park, Torrevieja, Spain

Tadao Ando Architects & Associates

Tadao Ando

photo 1: Hyogo Urban recovery Plan

photo 2: Penthouse in Manhattan

photo 3: Penthouse in Manhattan

photo credit: Tomio Ohashi
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la Biennale di Venezia   8. international architecture exhiBition

la Biennale di Venezia   8. international architecture exhiBition
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PollocK’S america 

muSeo correr
Piazza San marco
Venice
italY

centro culturale 
candiani
meStre
italY

23.3 -  30.6 2002 

JACkSon PoLLoCk’S 
AMerICA

by Prof el len G. landau

23.3 -  16.6 2002 

Jackson Pollock’s frequently quoted 

1956 definition of painting as “a state 

of being” (he also said, “every good 

artist paints what he is”) indicates 

that he understood very clearly that 

h i s  d r i ve  to  c rea te  was  p r imar i l y 

identity-driven. as this anniversary 

exh ib i t ion  demonstrates, h is  se l f -

exploratory impetus remained remarkably 

consistent for Pollock, despite changes 

in personal circumstance and style 

over a career that spanned more than 

two decades.

From the very start, Jackson Pollock 

was  pos i t ioned  by  promoters  and 

critics alike as the prime example of a 

privileged, ‘american-type’ independence 

and originality. Publicly, Pollock did 

not endeavor to contradict this aspect 

of his growing myth. in fact, wittingly 

or not, he co-opted cultural cl ichés 

(most notably, the restless, laconic 

cowboy “twirling lariats of color”) that 

underscored his individuality. “art is 

coming face to face with yourself,” 

is what he told his f irst biographer, 

B h. Friedman.

Privately, however (as confirmed by 

his wife, the painter lee Krasner, and 

many of those closest to him), Pollock 

knew his relationship to other artists 

was actually complicated. even when 

most clearly focused on self-retrieval, 

in the remarkable drawings he brought 

for analysis to his psychiatrists in the 

late 1930s, Pol lock could not avoid 

“situating himself within an artistic 
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Max ernst

Eislandschaften, 

Eiszapfen und Gesteinsarten 

des weiblichen Körpers

1920

CoMPoSITIon wITH bLACk PourIng (C. 1947)
OLIO E SMALTO SU TELA MOnTATA SU MASOnITE, CM. 43,8 x 23,3
COLLECTIOn: nAnCy OLnICK & GIORGIO SPAnU

POLLOCK
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the “iraSciBileS” 
and the neW YorK 
School

centro culturale 
candiani, meStre
Venice

 23.3 -  30.6 2002 

World exhiBitionS

JacKSon PollocK’S 
in Venice 
muSeo correr
Piazza San marco
Venice

 23.3 -  30.6 2002 

POLLOCK

bIrD efforT (ACCAbonAC Creek SerIeS) 
(1946)
OIL On CAnvAS,, CM. 61 x 51
COLLEZIOnE PEGGy GUGGEnHEIM, vEnEZIA
(SOLOMOn R.GUGGEnHEIM, FOUnDATIOn n.y.)
DAvID HEALD: FOTOGRAFIA © 2001 THE 
SOLOMOn R. GUGGEnHEIM FOUnDATIOnUSA

unTITLeD (SeLfPorTrAIT) (1931-35)
OIL On CAnvAS, CM. 18,42 x 13,34
COURTESy JOAn T. WASHBURn GALLERy, 
nEW yORK, AnD THE POLLOCK-KRASnER 
FOUnDATIOn, InC

enCHAnTeD foreST (1947)
OIL On CAnvAS, CM. 221,3 x 114,6
COLLEZIOnE PEGGy GUGGEnHEIM, vEnEZIA
(FOnDAZIOnE SOLOMOn R.GUGGEnHEIM, n.y.)
DAvID HEALD: FOTOGRAFIA © 2001 THE 
SOLOMOn R. GUGGEnHEIM FOUnDATIOn



l ineage.” in his f irst attempts “to mine [his own] unconscious as a source of visual images,” ( i l lustrated in many 

of the sketches from that period lent by the metropolitan museum of art) what Pollock apparently found was 

“a Surrealist battleground on which Picasso and the mexican muralists were fighting it out.” indeed, Pollock’s 

early attraction to the mexicans (f irst to orozco, then Siqueiros) played a key role in initiating his renegotiation 

of the opposition between originality and influence.Jackson Pollock’s acutely perceived “rivalry” with Pablo 

Picasso has also been well-documented. ample visual evidence exists in both drawings and paintings of the late 

thirties and early forties (for example, the moon Woman on view here) to demonstrate the critical impact on his 

visual development of key works by Picasso, such as Girl  Before a mirror, available in new York. there is l itt le 

doubt that Pollock’s agonizing need, first to assimilate, then to renounce Picasso (in the words of his friend, the 
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POLLOCK painter and critic robert motherwell, 

to  “splash him out”)  provided an 

i m p o r t a n t  s t i m u l u s  t o  P o l l o c k ’s 

developing creativity. as observed 

by another close associate, “Jack had 

a way of making magic out of things: 

when he saw something interesting, 

it was created strictly for him as an 

artist.” understanding and deferring 

to orozco and Picasso’s originality, 

Pollock was able to use their ideas to 

take first steps toward establishing 

his own progressive stance.

one way to situate the impact of 

other artists on Pollock’s creativity 

is  to keep in mind that he was a 

member of a larger group of new 

York painters (examples by many of 

his colleagues are now on view at 

the candiani center), who began “a 

progression away from ways of referring 

in which the sensory properties of the 

art look like the referent.” canvases 

created by these artists beginning 

in the 1940s increasingly possessed 

qualities that functioned like (rather 

than imitating the appearance of) 

a model outside the work. another 

m e x i c a n  m u r a l i s t ,  d a v i d  a l f a r o 

Siqueiros, provided strategic clues 

for Pollock as to how to go about 

achieving this. much has been made 

of Pollock’s inability to verbalize his 

goals, but  appearances may have 

been deceiving. as pointed out by 

h is  champion, the  cr i t ic  c lement 

Greenberg, many were misled by 

Jackson’s “seeming indifference to 

phrases and ‘ideas.”’ to the contrary, 

Greenberg noted, Pollock “saw more 

in art and knew more of it  than did 

almost anybody.” Sometimes, however, 

as Krasner perceptively remarked, 

there would be “an awfully slow burn” 

before an internalized concept came 

to fruition. reviewing Pollock’s first 

one-man show in 1943, motherwell 

observed that perhaps his friend still 

faced the issue of discovering “what 

his true subject is.” Presaging the 

central premise of full-blown action 

Pa i n t i n g ,  m o t h e r w e l l  a c c u r a t e l y 

predicted that Pollock’s resolution 

would be grounded in process, not in 

imagery or ideas. most of the works 

seen at Peggy Guggenheim’s art of 

this century gallery in Pollock’s initial 

solo exhibit ion, demonstrated his 

escalating engagement with Picasso, 

n o w  t e m p e r e d  b y  d i v e r s e  o t h e r 

sources including american indian 

totemism. three untitled paintings 

d isp layed, however, a  somewhat 

different approach, one that presaged 

Pollock’s mature allover, poured style 

and indicated a new influence, the 

european Surrealists.

asked  h i s  op in ion  the  fo l lowing 

year of the Surrealist emigrés then 

living in new York, “i am particularly 

impressed with their concept of the 

source of art being the unconscious,” 

was Pollock’s answer. this response 

may have surprised his old comrades 

f r o m  S i q u e i r o s ’s  e x p e r i m e n t a l 

workshop s ince, as  one of  these 

observed, “to talk about Surrealism 

and the unconscious was absolutely 

diametrically opposed to everything 

[mexican art] stood for.” apparently, 

however, such a seemingly unbreakable 

opposition, was easily neutralized 

by Pollock. Works by the Surrealists 

were undoubtedly a critical factor in 

showing Pollock how to reframe his 

improvisatory training with Siqueiros. 

the ideas on method propounded by 

the eccentric painter/entrepreneur John 

Graham (whose exhibition american 

and French Painting provided the 

opportunity for Pollock and Krasner 

to meet) were another key source for 

Pollock’s development of an intuitively 

engendered automatic handwriting 

highlighting the unconscious dimensions 

of his current procedures in 1947, 

the year he made many of the works 

seen at the museo correr’s in 1950 

and currently, Pollock explained a 

compl i ca ted  not ion  very  s imp ly : 

“When i am in my painting, i ’m not 

aware  o f  what  i ’m do ing.” in  h i s 

op in ion, h is  pa int ings  had “ l ives 

of their own.’  his job was to “let 

[ t h e s e  l i v e s ]  c o m e  t h r o u g h . ’  B y 

1949, when his sixth show opened, 

now at the Betty Parsons Gallery, 

Pol lock’s total  retrenchment from 

methods and imagery  assoc iated 

with the easel tradition was more 

than ever evident. in the close to 

mural-sized canvases he had begun 

JACkSon PoLLoCk In THe fIrePLACe roAD  
STuDIo wITH ALCHeMy on THe fLoor (1947)

PHOTO By WILFRED ZOGBAUM
COURTESy JACKSOn POLLOCK PAPERS
ARCHIvES OF AMERICAn ART
SMITHSOnIAn InSTITUTIOn, WASHInGTOn D.C. USA
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Sun-SCAPe (1946)
OLIO SU MASOnITE, CM. 47,6 x 59
GALERIE JAn KRUGIER, DITESHEIM & CIE, GEnEvA

POLLOCK
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the previous year, Pollock’s abil ity to release and register both physical and 

psychological experience through pure painterly means had greatly increased. 

using methods which recalled Siqueiros-working on the floor, pouring pigment 

from a can,dripping it off of sticks, and imprinting his hand-Pollock achieved 

effects Siqueiros had never dreamed of getting. By converting technique-and 

its call igraphic evidence-into a primary and very visceral “means of arriving at 

a statement,” Pollock succeeded in refocusing the viewer’s attention on how 

a work has been created, as opposed to merely what it represents responding 

with “his body-and-mind as a whole to the events of reality,” in the dripped 

works for which he has become most famous, Pollock demonstrated a new way 

to encode identity: by making-as he put it-his “energy and motion” visible in 

pictorial space. Pollock once jotted down on a piece of paper the following words 

(and they are very eloquent for a non-verbal ma experience of our age in terms 

of painting-not an il lustration of-(but the equivalent.) concentrated fluid and he 

told a radio interviewer in 1950 that “modern painters cannot express this age, 

the airplane, the atom bomb, the radio, in the old forms of the renaissance or 

of any other past culture”; to express modernity, Pollock maintained, a painter 

must “work from within.” not long before he died, Jackson Pollock made the 

cryptic comment, ‘We’re all of us influenced by Freud, i guess. i’ve been a Jungian 

for a long time.” What he probably meant to highlight in this assertion was a 

f irm conviction that collective meanings can best be framed by synthesizing 

interior and exterior reality.

Jackson Pollock found his aesthetic identity by devising a way to reveal how 

the universal  is  actual ly  inherent in the autographic. his  strength and his 

influence as an artist stem in large measure from the indisputable fact that-on 

every possible level, from image to technique-Pollock always “put himself in his 

paintings.” not surprisingly, just as the examples of other artists so stimulated 

Pollock, his own novel approach rapidly became truly crit ical to a wide range 

of developments in mid-2oth century american art. the r isks he took were 

an indisputable inspiration. as Wil lem de Kooning, a friend and colleague, so 

succinctly put it , “Jackson broke the ice” for acceptance of an entire group. 

Pollock’s visibi l ity, not only in galleries l ike Peggy Guggenheim’s, but also in 

life and time magazine, at the prestigious Venice Biennales of the late ‘40s 

and early ‘5os, and at far-away venues l ike the museo correr, paved the way 

for the accomplishments of many now-celebrated american artists. motherwell, 

de Kooning, mark rothko, adolph Gottl ieb, Barnett newman, Franz Kline and 

clyfford Sti l l  are among Pol lock’s peers recognized world-  wide as premier 

abstract expressionists.

although she was not included in the life photograph by nina leen that has 

achieved fame by canonizing these and others as the masters of american 

postwar abstract painting, as the candiani center exhibition proves, Pollock’s 

wife leeKrasner also deserves credit as a pioneering member of the originating 

group.

For, she did not only play a crit ical  role in encouraging Pol lock’s radical ity 

(according to Greenberg, Krasner was the single most important influence on 

Pollock’s ability to develop as a major painter), as i have written in two essays in 

the catalogue, their artistic careers were profoundly and inextricably entwined. 

recognizing their identity as a couple and acknowledging her participatory role 

is a crucial component of reassessing the cultural impact of Jackson Pollock’s 

america.i  thank the organizers of this important event in italy for inviting me 

to take part i  am certain that visitors to the two exhibitions opening today in 

Venice wil l  be greatly enriched by experiencing these marvelous works of art.POLLOCK
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number 23, 1948  (1948)

enamel, plaster on paper, cm. 57,5 x 78,4

Tate. Presented by the friends of the Tate gallery 

(purchased out of funds provided by Mr and Mrs 

H.J.Heinz II and H.J. Heinz Co. Ltd) 1960

The Moon woman (1942)

oil on canvas, cm. 175,2 x 109,3

Peggy guggenheim Collection, Venice

(foundation Solomon r.guggenheim, n.y.)

David Heald: Photo © 2001 

The Solomon r. guggenheim foundation

Two (1943-45)

oil on canvas, cm. 193 x 110

Peggy guggenheim Collection, Venice

(foundation Solomon r.guggenheim, n.y.)

David Heald: Photo © 2001 

The Solomon r. guggenheim foundation

enchanted forest (1947)

olio su tela, cm. 221,3 x 114,6

Peggy guggenheim Collection, Venice

(foundation Solomon r.guggenheim, n.y.)

David Heald: Photo © 2001 

The Solomon r. guggenheim foundation
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frAnZ kLIne 
TWO CATS 
PEnnELLO ED InCHIOSTRO nERO SU CARTA CM 27,3 x 17,8
BOLZAnO, COLLEZIOnE CLEMEnTInA DAL BOSCO 
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wILLeM De koonIng 
EAST HAMPTOn SERIES (1968)
OLIO SU CARTA MOnTATO SU TELA CM 94 x 75,9
COLLECTIOn OF THEODORE AnD RUTH BAUM ->

SAM frAnCIS
UnTITLED (1954-56)
OLIO SU TELA CM 71 x 48
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frAnZ kLIne 
UnTITLED (1950)
InCHIOSTRO SU CARTA CM 45 x 52
MUnICH, AMERICAn COnTEMPORARy ART GALLERy 
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rICHArD PouSeTTe-DArT 
PRESEnCE nO 10 (1949)
OLIO SU TELA CM 104 x 80
THE ESTATE OF RICHARD POSETTE--DART 
MUnICH, AMERICAn COnTEMPORARy ART GALLERy 
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rICHArD PouSeTTe-DArT 
DESCEnDInG BIRD FORMS (1950)
MATITA E OLIO SU PAnnELLO CM 120 x 240
THE ESTATE OF RICHARD POSETTE--DART 
MUnICH, AMERICAn COnTEMPORARy ART GALLERy ->

->

- >
ArSHILe gorky 
GAyLORDSvILLE (1937)
OLIO SU TELA CM 55,8 x 45,9
COLLEZIOnE PRIvATAy 
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ALfonSo oSSorIo
vARIEGATED FAMILy (1949) 
InCHIOSTRO, CERA E ACqUERELLO SU CARTA, CM.88,9 x 66.04
COURTESy OF MICHAEL ROSEnFELD GALLERy, nEW yORK 

ADoLf goTTLIeb 
COLUMn (1948)
OLIO SU TELA CM 25,5 x 35.5
ADOLPH AnD ESTHER GOTTLIEB FOUnDATIOn, InC.
MUnICH, AMERICAn COnTEMPORARy ART GALLERy 

JACk TworkoV
UnTITLED, FIGURE ABSTRACTED WOMAn (CA. 1930-40)
OLIO SU TELA CM 66 x 63,5
THE ESTATE OF JACK TWORKOv
AMERICAn COnTEMPORAny ART GALLERy, MUnICH

frAnZ kLIne 
UnTITLED
InCHIOSTRI COLORATI SU CARTA CM 35 x 30
BOLZAnO, COLLEZIOnE PRIvATA 



ADoLf goTTLIeb 
nADIR (1952)
OLIO E SMALTO SU MASOnITE CM 28 x 34
ADOLPH AnD ESTHER GOTTLIEB FOUnDATIOn, InC.
MUnICH, AMERICAn COnTEMPORARy ART GALLERy  

HAnS HofMAnn 
RED BIRD  (1951)
OLIO SU TELA CM 62 x 51
MUnICH, AMERICAn COnTEMPORARy ART GALLERy 
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a conversation on information (episode 3)

a chain-smoking and jovial umberto eco receives me in his crowded, 
untidy but cheerful little office at the institute for communication Studies 
at the university of Bologna. a bay-window opens out onto a tiny balcony 
overlooking the garden of the villa where the institute has its offices 
and library. the walls of the office are covered with rows of well-filled 
bookshelves; a sofa along one wall is full of piles of papers, books and 
articles, a modest writing desk hidden under even more books and papers. 
in one corner of the room is an iBm 486 clone with Windows, a new article 
or book obviously in progress on the screen. eco offers me a chair in front 
of his desk.

in advance i had given him a list of some possible issues we might 
discuss so he would have some idea of what was on my mind: computer 
technology, the internet community and Processes of cultural change. i 
begin by asking: 

(continued from the previous number)

 Different is the point of view of reception. Here there is another problem: the 
fact that you are transformed into an icon. They are asking you something that 
you do not want to give...

     “Transformed into an icon: you mean in the sense of becoming an 
oracle?”

     yes, an oracle. One is asked all the time, “What do you think about...?”.
     now, why should I think anything about that? This happens not only to me. 

At this moment in time, Italian journalism is such that every scholar every day 

receives a phone call asking things like: “What do you think about the marriage 
of princess so-and-so?”, or even incredibly stupid questions like “what do you 
think about the death of Greta Garbo?”. now why should you ask me about 
this? you answer either with a triviality like, “Well yes, she was a great actress, 
and I was very shocked by that,” or, if you want to be very original: “oh, I am 
very happy that that lousy whore is dead - I hated her...” Obviously your answer 
cannot be anything other than some kind of formality. So it is not only a personal 
experience of mine, but of everybody.

So you receive continuous pressure to do everything. That’s why I told you that 
I don’t receive messages, I don’t read faxes and I don’t answer the phone.

     “So you don’t follow electronic forums, or take part in online news group 
discussions or other activities of the Internet community?”

     not until now. But that is another problem; it is not due to the pressure at 
all. I will do it in the course of the next few months. But only in order to make a 
sort of survey, starting to put together some ideas. Maybe there can be something 
I might want to start with; I think there is an old book collector’s network that I 
think can be useful because you can ask other people things like: “I found an old 
edition from 1643; I am not sure if there is a previous edition”. OK, I will use it.

      Eco nods seriously.
     I think that is one of the most exciting things about the Internet is that 

you can look upon it as a “community”. I notice you mentioned in that paper 
you gave me from the San Marino conference that you were a bit unsure about 
whether we could really create this Global village or community. Well now I do 
have some reservations -- but I certainly have had some positive experiences. If 
you find the right community like for instance the PEIRCE-L discussion list that 
I am a member of: I find this very good, because you have some kind of quality 
control there since people that “go there” only do so because they are specially 
interested -- now just to develop this point a bit: you were talking about this

business of being an icon etc. and Michael Crichton ... 
     Well, in the last year I have published three books. I was obliged to read tons 



Travels In Hyperreality (1990). The Limits of Interpretation (1990). Foucault’s 
Pendulum (1989). On the Medieval Theory of Signs (1989). The Aesthetics of 
Chaomos: The Middle Ages of James Joyce (1989). The Open Work (1989). The 
Bomb and the General (1989). The Three Astronauts (1989). Meaning and Mental 
Representations (1988). The Aesthetics of Thomas Aquinas (1988). Art and Beauty 
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will reduce the pressure on the kind of icon figure, the expert, or do you think 
that whole thing is a myth, a total myth?”

     My first reaction was: OK, finally we have an acephalous system. Acephalous: 
without a head.

     “Without a head, headless. yes, I liked that rhizome idea of yours.”
     A kind of a modern quillian network, a sort of neural net...
     “An organic system...?”
     yes, without archetypes, and without - well, you know all that - and this 

will probably change enormously the filtering of information. now, on second 
thoughts, I have two problems: How much can this system remain acephalous? 
The overloading of the network at some point will impose some filtering and 
discipline, and at this point we don’t know what will happen. The Internet is the 
greatest possibility of abolishing any or every Great Brother...

     “Big Brother...?”
     Big Brother. But it can in a second step open up the possibility for some Big 

Brothers to occupy the main lines and the main network. At this point, I do not 
know. Secondly: if it remains acephalous, then the abundance of information will 
be such that either you have reached such a level of maturity that you are able 
to be your own filter, or you will desperately need a filter...

     “Some professional filter?”
     ...some professional filter. So once again you will ask somebody...an 

information consultant...to be your gatekeeper!
     Take the example of a book shop. In the thirties a book shop was a small 

place in which every week there were one or two new books. If you went there 
often you knew pretty well how to isolate the interesting new items and so on. 
now, a book shop like the FnAC in Paris, or the Feltrinelli here in Bologna, is an 
Internet in itself: you have everything. now - an this concerns not only the young 
student, but also myself - if I don’t read the cultural pages of the newspapers to 
know what is happening, then I am lost. There’s this excess of information. Once 
again it makes you need a gatekeeper...

and tons of dissertations and papers from my students. So of course I did not have 
time at this moment to play with Internet. In the next six months probably, when 
I have finished a lot of things, I will do it. OK. It’s only a practical problem.

Apropos the icon thing: the only way is to try and resist this iconisation - you 
answer no, no, no. But the problem has reached uncontrollable dimensions in the 
mass-media kingdom, because now it is not only your statements that makes a 
scoop, but it is your silence too. 

     “OK, I see, yes?”
     I always quote one particular episode, because it is typical; but there are 

tens of thousands of such
episodes. One day, as usual, finishing my class at 7 p.m., together with my 

assistants and students we went to a bar for a chat until 8 p.m. and then I went 
home, with some of them following me and chatting. We crossed Piazza verdi 
in Bologna, in which we have the Opera House. What I didn’t know was that this 
particular evening there was an important premiere. Well, I didn’t know about 
that, of course I don’t know everything.

     He smiles.
     Well, we crossed the square and I went home to do something, or to 

watch television, or to fuck - I don’t know what. The day after, the headline in 
the newspaper was: “Umberto Eco did not attend that premiere! “Which is not 
a piece of news at all, because I usually do not attend these things. So, it was 
not a piece of news, but probably they had nothing better to talk about, so my 
absence became a...

     “A sign?”
     ...yes, a sign. Well, at this point you cannot do anything but to try and 

disregard those kinds of accidents.
     “To return to Michael Crichton - I think I wrote this in those questions in 

those papers I gave you - was talking of this idea of the mediasaurus, the big 
publishing houses. Do you think the media giants are at risk because people will 
be able to go directly to the sources of information? I mean, do you think that 
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In the early ‘70s, Seguso was inexorably attracted to the permeable qualities of light, or transparency, 
inherent in glass. This awareness led to his first “submerged” works, that is important masses of crystal 
within which the artist inserted plastic forms that symbolically and evocatively recalled the themes 
of love and maternity. Despite the fact that his research led him to an ever more pronounced formal 
synthesis, Seguso nonetheless continued to privilege the theme of birth as universal symbol for the 
cause and font of life.

Towards the end of the ‘70s, the evolution of his plastic investigations led him to more and more 
essential works. The forms within the “submerged” works gradually disappeared, as did the use of color 
and various details. What remained, however, was a certain symbolism linked to the mystery of birth, 
which was represented by one or several air bubbles that appear within the masses of glass.

The works from 1980 on express an opening out onto a defined conceptualism, which confirmed his 
new-found autonomy in reference to the noble Murano glass tradition.

In these works, the transparent crystal forms are superimposed onto one another, giving rise to a 
composition that follows a well-defined structural logic that then fuses into a central nucleus qua origin 
and state of glass. The end result is a sequence of extraordinarily and suggestively emotional lights.

All of these works are entirely hand-made using hot glass and a series of traditional glass techniques. 
Their exterior is constituted by masses of blown glass that develop into elliptical or circular forms, 
fused by a heavy internal mass in which there are either one or several paired air bubbles signifying the 
coming-into-being of life.

In this way, in the progression of his stylistic and formal research, Seguso gradually assumes greater 
awareness of the value of heat in reference to form, thus nurturing the conviction that his creativity and 
feelings must be in perfect symbiotic relationship with the material of glass.

Seguso is the artist who has, possibly more than any other, understood that when a glass sculpture is 
designed or projected, it has to be “thought of’ as glass; that is, it has to be conceived considering how 
glass behaves when it begins in a specific point, when it originates from a specific line. This is why his 
forms are often circular or elliptical; they recall the movement of the blowing-rod when it holds the 
molten mass of fluid glass and begins to work it, subjecting it constantly to the heat of the furnace.

These works are clear examples of a compositional form where masses are superimposed according 
to a process of cellular accretion that imposes absolute rigor on form. Progressively, in fact, the bubble 
inside the mass of glass unites the elliptical discs and repeats this form ever more exactly, even though 
the entire sculpture has been modeled by the artist himself

Seguso’s stainless steel supports date from the same period. They are his first attempts at bringing 
together two materials that are apparently so different, but that, considering their elegant structures, 
are in fact ideal juxtapositions. In actual fact, what Seguso is really interested in is finding the 
compositional rigour capable of expressing an extreme purity while at the same time exalting the values 
of matter and idea in such a way that the work acquires the allusive meaning of an opening out towards 
space.

The structural situation changes once more towards the late ‘80s. Circles and elliptical forms give way 
to less rigorous compositions, even though they maintain a clarity of volume and a central nucleus 
from which the form seems to develop in various directions and on which attention is focused. And it 
is precisely the problem of form that seems to command Seguso’s attention in this period. The artist 
intervenes on form by sectioning it into several parts and then recomposing it by reversing the original 
order. This provokes lags and phase shifts in the levels and, at the same time, leads to a new and ideal 
formal unity. This process of desegregation and aggregation can, in fact, be interpreted as the end of an 
existence or the birth of a new life.

Technically, these works are all hand-made using molten glass. The works are subsequently cut using 
diamonded discs and abrasive emery wheel and then perfectly polished using buffing cloth and cerium 
oxide. The recomposed forms are then fixed onto stainless steel supports using a powerful, tried, and 
proven abrading.

In the ‘90s, Seguso’s work is further enriched with the addition of new elements. The artist discovers 
marble and granite, and their possible associations with glass. Now the crystal seems to be contained, 
born and hewn from envelopes of living stone, pink and white marble, gray and black granite. These are 
sculptures that talk to us of yin and yang and the reconciliation of opposites - they communicate, once 
more, a lyrical yet visceral love for life.

Andrea Pagnes
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Brief historical and technical 
digression on Livio Seguso’s work
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 It would doubtless be easy 
and simple to talk about Livio 
Seguso’s fifty years’ activity and 
experience in the field of artistic 
glass in terms of a technical 
perfection that few would be able 
to match. In all likelihood even 
those few artists who preceded 
him and who displayed equal 
artistic dignity (and from whom 
Seguso drew inspiration, at least 
dung his years of apprenticeship), 
with very few exceptions, would 
never have achieved as much, 
would never have generated 
such creative intensity and 
innovation. None the less, this 
initial though fully deserved 
consideration, would not be 
sufficient (not yet, not ever) to 
fully understand his work. Quite 
the contrary, it would be rather 
reductive and superficial, if not 
lacking in deserved respect for 
a continuous and unflagging 
experimentation that has 
characterized the artistic work of 
this Maestro for so long.

It has been said that not 
even his most accomplished 
predecessors could, possibly, 
have attained his technical and 
artistic heights - and for very 
good reason. Livio Seguso, unlike 
his predecessors, disinvested 
himself from the very outset 
of the overly limiting trappings 
of a glass Maestro and quickly 
brought himself to the attention 
of critics and public alike as a 
complete sculptor. A sculptor 
able to converse naturally with 
his materials because of his 
fertile, communicative and 
comprehensible expressive 
qualities. He is one of the most 
refined, original and lyrical 
sculptors of the late 20th 
century, and still now possesses 
an imaginative vitality and 
intellectual dynamism that 
continue to amaze us — and he 
will go on doing so for a long 
time to come.

An artist willing to take 
risks (to paraphrase a popular 

Heideggerian definition) and, 
displaying uncommon courage, 
capable of not imposing limits 
on his aesthetic research and 
plastic investigations. An artist 
able to acquire such a high level 
of scientific knowledge that he 
can lead it to test the limits and 
discover possible solutions of 
co-existence between materials 
that would otherwise seem 
to be antithetical. A man, an 
artist who, not only through 
choice but above all genuine 
inclination, rose powerfully 
from the bloodless shallows of 
his original milieu, Murano, and 
has inevitably become one of 
those rare, positively-configuring 
characters - indeed, he has now 
become the most characterizing 
figure. An artist who quickly 
assumed a double role: on the 
one hand he broke with what 
had inevitably become a sterile 
tradition and whose apparently 
irreversible downward trend 
unfortunately seems to have 
been accepted as inevitable 
by so many, and on the other 
hand a model to be followed, an 
example to take inspiration from.

2

Method, rigor and discipline 
are the qualities that can clearly 
be seen in Seguso’s work; but it 
is his intuitive flashes, his endless 
desire to experiment and provoke 
a continuous flow of emotions in 
the observer that give his work 
a sense of joyful uniqueness. 
Indeed, whenever we see 
one of his sculptures we are 
constantly made to wonder how 
an artist could possibly manage 
to transform the most daring of 
executional sophistications into 
such a simple final rendering, 
exuding nothing other than a 
sense of pure, essential beauty.

Certainly, at first sight, it 
might seem appropriate to 
concentrate on Seguso’s deft 
use of glass - this is a certain, 
given, and obvious if not trivial, 
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fact. Nor should we ignore the 
fact that glass is probably the 
most difficult of materials to 
manipulate. However, in parallel 
terms, and with equal deftness 
and just as much skill, Seguso has 
also attained a level of technical 
and expressive mastery in the 
art of fashioning metals such as 
steel, of engraving different types 
of wood and sculpting marble and 
stone. What definitively marks 
him out as a superb sculptor 
is a rare, exquisite sensitivity, 
which enables him to transform 
the associative use of these 
different, antithetical materials 
into a perfect synthesis, making 
them co-exist with a mastery of 
measure such that no sensory 
perception is ever disturbed. 
What, in fact, an artist like Seguso 
is interested in is eliciting new 
(continuous, ineffable) sensations 
in anyone who wants to initiate a 
dialogue with his works.

Almost as if he were a modem 
alchemist, Seguso experiments 
with the chemical reactions that 
take place between multiple 
elements, and in making his 
sculptures he deploys countless 
tools, apparatuses, machines 
- rods, chisels, compressors, 
blow torches, ribbons, syringes 
and even the surgeon’s scalpel. 
As if he were wildly thumbing 
through codicils detailing the 
molecular peculiarities of each 
of the materials he uses, Seguso 
studies, calculates geometrical 
and mathematical dispositions 
and then configures the intimate 
relationships that come into being 
between form and space so as not 
to contradict the laws underlying 
rules that, for an artist, might 
well be described as “harmonious 
proportions”.

3

Seguso’s entire plastic 
work seems to be imbued 
with an aura of metaphysical 
suspension, absorbed within 
an “otherworldly”, still, sidereal 

dimension where time (feared 
and given) silently dissolves and 
where it seems possible to grasp 
a nascent, hitherto inexistent, 
visual event. The plastic vision, in 
fact, adheres to a Weltanschauung 
that gives unity to an event that, 
at the same time, is capable of 
manifesting form and material, 
substantiating light and poetry 
and consequently attributing 
these to a definite context. And 
yet, once more, it is still every bit 
the artist who moves us along 
towards these sensations in that 
he is able to innervate creations 
that are extremely difficult from a 
technical and executive point of 
view with a powerful yet delicate 
poetry - in a word, delicate. From 
what is Arp’s, Brancusi’s and 
Fontana’s and-statuary and anti-
symmetrical quest (without for 
all of this ignoring Henry Moore’s 
admirable lesson), Seguso’s 
sculptures have drawn and further 
enriched a lyricism and gentleness 
that almost touch on the heights 
of the sublime, infusing the viewer 
with a sense of accomplished 
serenity, peace and satisfying 
calm - almost as if the viewer 
had been plunged into the oneinc 
equilibrium of one of Matisse’s 
dances.

Glass annuls within light and 
transparency a physicality from 
which no material is able to free 
itself, as Pierre Restany once put 
it. However, once we reach these 
heights, glass becomes something 
else, and glass sculpture goes 
beyond itself. As if they were ritual 
objects plucked by imagination 
from universes parallel to our 
own, Seguso’s sculptures tell us 
about his love for the things that 
surround him. Ideas, concepts 
and thoughts surface and extend 
to the rhythm of the apparition 
of forms, while the unconscious, 
like the deepest of sensations, is 
made lighter thanks to a process 
of rarefaction issuing from an 
entirely spiritual light transmitted 
by the artist’s soul.
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Enzo De Martino was quite 
right in identifying to what 

extent Seguso’s imaginative 
universe was based on the 

mechanisms of pmcess. 
Indeed, the gaze seems to 

embark on an endless flight 
through space that seems to 

change into a play of allusions 
and symbolic references. The 
artist, fully in command of his 

technical, organic and spiritual 
skills over matter, intervenes 

m luminous density with 
simple elegance. And matter, 

in the end, transmutes the 
strict connections between 
itself, form and function as 

if they were being ideally 
violated.

Seguso’s are sculptures 
that appear to encapsulate 

the secrets of everything: 
they speak to us about a 

concentrated, demanding art; 
they lead us to contemplation 

and meditation, to a gaze 
within things themselves - and 

this in order to make us then 
breach the limits of things.

Like inviolable treasure 
troves, these works that are 
now honoring the rooms of 

the BuschlenMowatt galleries, 
and seem to contain within 

themselves the four elements; 
they subsequently become 

an integral part of the nature 
and cause of the world. Hence 

glass as air, water, fire, stone 
and metal; and, again, as 

earth and fire. And fire, as is 
now, as always has been. Fire 
as light, creative imagination. 

Fire: living thought from which 
ideas, feelings, concepts and 

emotions take their origins, 
feed one another, substantiate 

each other and structure 
themselves in order to 
assume distinct forms.

Andrea Pagnes

NY-Paris-Venice,  2002
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The depiction of the Biblical heroine 
Judith underwent significant artistic 
transformations during the Renaissance 

and Baroque eras.
 The ghastly tale of Judith and Holofernes 
appears in the Book of Judith in the old 
Testament Apocrypha, perhaps written in the 
second century BC Holofernes, an Assyrian 
general of Nebuchadrezzar is about to lay 
siege to Bethulia, the town where Judith an 
Israelite widow resides. The citizens nearly 
surrender when Judith decides to liberate 
Bethulia from captivity. Accompanied by her 
female servant Abra, the widow cunningly 
tells Holofernes that she will aid him in his 
assault. 

one evening, the general invites Judith 
for dinner in his tent. overcome with lust, 
Holofernes is driven to consume more 
wine and eventually lies in an intoxicated 
stupor. Seizing the moment, the widow 
decapitates the Assyrian and Abra places his 
severed head in a sack. The two companions 
venture back to Bethulia. When Holofernes’s 
soldiers discover the truncated corpse of 
their general, the army retreats. Thus, Judith 
rescued Bethulia.

This specific grisly scene became a 
standard portrayal of the narrative in art-
Judith beheading Holofernes.

The first known representation of Judith 
and Holofernes in Italian Renaissance art is 

a bronze sculpture by Donatello. Donatello 
(Donato di Niccolo di Betto Bardi) was 
famed for his mastery in marble and bronze 
sculpture. Although, there is plenty of 
information based upon his biography and 
profession, however, there is little evidence 
of Donatello’s personality. He never married 
and appeared to be a man of simple tastes. 
Patrons often found the artist to possess a 
rebellious streak and demanded a measure 
of artistic freedom. Even though, Donatello 
was well acquainted with the Humanists, 
he was not a cultured intellectual. His 
Humanist friends state that the sculptor was 
a connoisseur of ancient art. The inscriptions 
and signatures of his works are among the 
earliest examples of the revival of Classical 
Roman lettering. 

Donato di Niccolo di Betto Bardi was 
the son of Niccolo di Betto Bardi, a 
Florentine wool carder. Between 1404 
and 1407 Donatello became a member 
of the workshop of Lorenzo Ghiberti, a 
bronze sculptor who in 1402 had won the 
competition for the doors of the Florentine 
Baptistry. The bronze sculpture David, 
maintains a hint of the Ghibertian style 
and the International Gothic, a style of soft 
curved lines strongly influenced by Northern 
European art.

Donatello’s Judith and Holofernes (1455-
1460) shows the youthful widow clad in 

flowing robes brandishing a sword and holds 
the severed head while the blood courses 
down Holofernes’ mangled torso. 

The smooth, delicate visage of Judith is 
devoid of emotion and her stance is rigid as 
compared to antique Roman art. In a sense, 
the image of Judith itself can be likened 
to the busts of Roman emperors and the 
graceful female deities.

Giovanni della Robbia (1469-1529) another 
sculptor presented Judith in a similar fashion 
to Donatello. Giovanni was part of the Robbia 
family, celebrated for their skill in sculpture 
and ceramics, which prospered in Florence 
for nearly 150 years. The terracotta figures of 
Giovanni della Robbia proved to be inferior 
to his father Andrea della Robbia and uncle 
Luca della Robbia. 

Giovanni’s Judith (glazed terracotta) 
imitates the Grecian Classical motif with 
the ‘wet-look drapery’ and contraposto 
posture. In this instance, Judith is holding the 
severed head in her right hand and in her left 
hand she raises her weapon. Giovanni della 
Robbia’s interpretation of the tale is almost 
parallel to the myth of Perseus and Medusa.

Consequently, the artistic rendition of 
Judith and Holofernes is directed more 
towards the Classical.The depiction of these 
two characters underwent notable changes 
after the Renaissance and Baroque painters. 

Sandro Botticelli (Alessandro di 
Mariano Filipepi) is considered to be one 
of the leading painters of the Florentine 
Renaissance. He perfected a highly personal 
style distinguished by his elegant execution, 
strong emphasis on line, and details. 
Botticelli was the son of a tanner and his 
nickname is derived from Botticello [little 
barrel] either from his elder brother or the 
name of goldsmith to whom Sandro was first 
apprenticed. Later, he apprenticed with the 
painter Fra Filippo Lipi, worked with painter/
engraver Antonio del Pollaiuolo, and became 
influenced by Andrea del Verrocchio. 

Botticelli’s The Return of Judith to Bethulia 
(1472) delineates Judith with blade in hand 
fleeing back to her town and trailing behind 
the widow is Abra balancing the sack that 
contains the cleaved head of Holofernes 
upon her head. The beautiful heroine 
continues to possess an air of innocence and 
melancholy. Her slim figure merely conveys 
gentleness and not physical strength.

Andrea Mantegna (1431-1506) is an 
expert in perspective and foreshortening. 
Mantegna contributed to the compositional 
technique of Renaissance painting. Born in 
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1431 (perhaps at Isola di Carturo, between 
Vincenza and Padua) Andrea became the 
apprentice and adopted son of the painter 
Francesco Squarcione of Padua. He acquired 
an enthusiastic zeal for Classical antiquity. 
The impact of ancient Roman sculpture 
and Donatello is obvious in Mantegna’s 
execution of the human figure. His characters 
were recognizable for their anatomical 
correctness, expressiveness, and solidity. 
Mantegna’s principal works in Padua were 
chiefly religious and his first success was 
a frescoe series on the lives of Saint James 
and Saint Christopher in the ovetari Chapel 
of the Church of the Ermitani (1456). In 1459, 
Andrea journeyed to Mantua to become 
a court painter 
to the Gonzaga 
family and 
turned to secular 
and allegorical 
subjects. His most 
distinguished 
masterpiece was 
another frescoe 
series for the 
Camera degli 
Sposi (1465-1474) 
of the Palazzo Ducale. 
In these works, 
Mantegna enhanced 
the art of illusionistic 
perspective and thus, 
became an important 
element of Baroque and Rococo art.

Andrea Mantegna’s Judith and Holofernes 
(1495) broaches the topic in a distinctive 
manner. The episode takes place after the 
deed is completed and the two women are 
outside of Holofernes’ tent. 

Mantegna treats these two figures as 
taking part in a realistic setting and not 
simply flat portraitures applied to the canvas. 
Andrea adds a mysterious tone to Judith 
when she looks over her shoulder to see 
if any of the soldiers had witnessed the 
murderous act. 

The Netherlandish painter Jan Sanders van 
Hemessen bestowed physical prowess and 
intensity to Judith. Van Hemessen is an artist 
of genre scenes and portraits. The biography 
of his life is obscure. 

Nonetheless, Jan is reputed to have been 
Master of the Antwerp Guild in 1524 and 
relocated to Haarlem where he died in 1550. 
His canvases illustrate popular proverbs, 
religious parables, and satirical portraits. Jan 
Sanders van Hemessen is connected with 
Quentin Massys and Marius van Reymerswale 
as part of the founders of Flemish genre 
painting. Van Hemessen’s Judith (1540) is set 
against a stark black background, Holofernes’ 
head is partially visible on the left corner of 
the frame, and the light descends directly on 
a colossal naked Judith with rippling muscles 
and swinging the fatal weapon over her head.

This is the only work of art in which 
Judith is presented as a robust female and 
unclothed. Jan quite possibly attempted 
to exhibit her strength. After all, it is not 
humanly conceivable for a tiny, delicate 
female to lift a heavy broadsword and slice 
another’s head off as a majority of the Italian 

Renaissance represented the Israelite widow.
Minor alternations occurred with Judith 

and Holofernes in the Renaissance period. 
Judith emerges as a Classical figure with a 
slim physique, an emotionless expression, 
and the task accomplished with minimal 
or no evidence of bloodshed. A traditional 
pattern follows this story; the two females 
are never placed in a tent environment nor 
shown in the midst of beheading Holofernes.

It was not until the Baroque era that 
Judith and Holofernes were presented 
in more violent visual terms. Caravaggio 
(Michaelangelo Merisi) was an Italian 
Baroque painter whose revolutionary 
technique of drama and illumination of 
form out of deep shadows, became a 
label of Baroque painting. Discarding the 
traditional interpretation of religious subjects, 
Caravaggio took his models from the streets 
and illustrated the individuals realistically. His 
three canvases of Saint Matthew (1587-1602), 
The Supper at Emmaus (1601-1602), and 
The Death of the Virgin (1605-1606) caused a 
sensation due to their theatrical flair.

Michaelangelo Merisi was the son of 
Fermo Merisi, a steward and architect for 
the Marquis of Caravaggio. orphaned at the 
age of eleven, Caravaggio was apprenticed to 
painter Simone Peterzano of Milan. 

Between 1588 and 1592, Caravaggio 
traveled to Rome and settled into the 
cosmopolitan society of Camp Marzio. 
The shabby neighbourhood of inns, eating 
houses, temporary shelter, and little 
picture shops suited his circumstances and 
temperment. Caravaggio was completely 
without financial assistance and he had a 
penchant for anarchy and rebelling against 
tradition. He moved from one unsatisfactory 
place of employment to another. Finally, in 
1595 the artist began to sell his own pictures 
through dealers. It was Maestro Valentino 
who brought Caravaggio’s works to the 
attention of Cardinal Francesco del Monte, a 
prelate on the papal court. Subsequently, the 
painter was invited to reside in the house of 
the cardinal. Caravaggio painted forty works 
under del Monte’s patronage.

Ill luck and fiery temperment led 
Caravaggio in 1600 to be accused by a 
fellow painter for assault and within the 
same year wounded a soldier. In 1603 
he was imprisoned on the complaint of 
another painter and released through the 
intercession of the French Ambassador. once 
again, Caravaggio was accused of throwing 
artichokes in the face of a waiter in April 
1604. A year later in May 1605 the artist was 
seized on the grounds of misuse of arms and 
in May 29, 1606, again in Rome, Caravaggio 
killed Ranuccio Tomassoni over a disputed 
score in a game of tennis.

He relocated to Naples in 1609 and at the 
door of an inn was attacked and wounded. 
Thence, Caravaggio returned to Rome in 1610 
and was arrested for the murder of Ranuccio 
Tomassoni. Apparently, he remained at 
Port’Ercole, a Spainsh possession within the 
Papal States, and died there a few days later 
of pneummonia. A document granting him 
clemency arrived from Rome three days after 
his death.

Caravaggio’s Judith Beheading Holofernes 
(1598) demonstrates the darker side of the 
synopsis-the widow in the act of decapitating 
Holofernes inside his tent with blood 
spouting from his severed neck. 

The backdrop is a sequence of crimson 
drapery and shadows. Caravaggio 
discourages the spectator’s gaze to 
wander from the event. His manipulation 
of strong light and sombre palette creates 
an unsettling and ambiguous space, which 
heightens the drama. Interestingly, Abra is 
elderly and not youthful as the Renaissance 
artists painted her. This may be a contrast 
factor on Caravaggio’s part for the viewers 
to easily pinpoint Judith and her servant. 
The Israelite widow is not as slim and her 
face shows a hint of hatred as she grasps 
Holofernes’ by the hair. Nevertheless, 
Caravaggio approached the tale with 
violence.

Thereafter, other Baroque artists adapted 
this Caravaggesque tour-de-force mode. 
Artemesia Gentileschi took a step further 
in her version. Artemesia, the daughter of 
orazio Gentileschi (1563-1639) lived a life of 
independence. Born in Rome, she worked 
mainly there and in Florence, until she 
settled in Naples (1630). Artmesia’s powerful 
style is totally different to that of her father 
is seen in her prestigious painting of Judith 
Beheading Holofernes (1611-1612). It’s 
vicious content has led filmakers, novelists, 
and amateur psychologists to make a link 
between it and events in her life. According 
to the transcript of a trial in Rome in 1612, 
Agostino Tassi, her father’s partner, raped 
Gentileschi. orazio took Tassi to court. After 
eight months of testimony and doubts about 
Artemesia’s statement, Gentileschi and her 
father won the case. Contemporary scholars 
theorize that Judith Beheading Holofernes is 
an insinuation of Gentileschi settling personal 
scores or exhibiting her anger toward 
Agostino. The fact that she painted at least 

five more versions 
of this story makes 
this claim even 
more credible. 
Here, Artemesia 
has adopted the 
Caravaggesque 
style of black 
background and 
intense light. 
Instead of the 
blood spouting 
like a fountain in 
four cardinal 
directions, the gore 
courses down the 
white sheets as an 
athletically-built 

Judith slays Holofernes and Abra pushes the 
victim down with all her weight.

The point of Baroque art is to become 
emotionally involved in the event and to 
imagine what is next to come. 

Conclusively, the metamorphosis of Judith 
and Holofernes in Renaissance and Baroque 
art is unique. Judith became a legendary, 
Renaissance civic heroine to a determined, 
Baroque woman bent on deliverance.

JuDITH BEHEADING 
HoLoFERNES

1611-1612
ARTEMESIA GENTILESCHI

oIL oN CANVAS

JuDITH
1540

JAN SANDERS VAN 
HEMESSEN

oIL oN CANVAS
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MORTIS DABORA 
Tall Tales of Death

USA

The limitless bounds of viewers own, not always controllable, imaginations 

compel them to visit realms that the body cannot. Dabora Gallery at 1080 

Manhattan Avenue in Greenpoint, Brooklyn encourages this.

When entering Dabora Gallery for the first time, if you are like me, you 

are immediately swept back to that time of pubescent youth when one 

is entering the haunted house at the State fair sending chills down your 

spine and giving you goose pimples. It took a few seconds for my eyes to 

adjust after entering the dark entrance hall of the gallery from the bright 

autumn sunlight. The walls are dark and the floor the color of dried blood. 

Following the long corridor to its end, one sees black curtains pulled aside 

as if inviting the guest by some hidden and silent servant of this dark 

realm. And there is Lynda Mahan standing beautiful and slender in her 

dark garments with alabaster glowing skin, aquiline features, long neck 

and dark hair...the “Morticia” of her “Sanctuary of Death”. She welcomes 

you to enjoy forbidden fruits of a macabre world with room after room of 

luxurious velvet Victorian couches and chairs and a bar for the living beings 

who may want refreshments during their abidance.

This is what Dabora¹s current show is all about...Death. And it is also a show 

of some of the most superlative artists. Among the wonderful paintings 

in this show is one by Ray Abeyta, whose large format is definitely in the 

manner of the 18th Century Spanish/Mexican painters. He is master of the 

his medium and his art and would have been recognized as such in the 18th 

Century. The work represents a naked Indian priest dressed only in his plumed 

headdress and pissing blood into bowl of skulls and bones. It is a powerful 

and technically superb allegorical piece. Next to it is a painting by Hawk 

Alfredson, again excellent in the execution of an obscured face on a well 

executed standing figure, as if fate had smudged his soul as a punishment. 

Alfredson¹s work has the eerie and uncanny feeling one gets from the work 

of that greatest of British contemporary artists Francis Bacon.

one of my favorite artists in Williamsburg is Alex-

andra Limpert. I have watched her work develop 

over the years in several shows. Her sculpture here 

at Dabora is her trademark skeletal steel form, 

in this case a winged goddess about seven feet 

high, lacking head like an ancient Greek or Roman 

statue. She is the “Winged Victory of Death” for 

the purpose of this show. It is an impressive and 

technically superlative piece. It has a definite pres-

ence, well placed by Lynda Mahan in a dark corner 

allowing for a surprised guest to come abreast of 

it. I predict that this sculptress will be making her 

mark in the art world of our time.
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MoRTIS DABoRA: 

Tall Tales of Death

OCTOBeR 5 - OCTOBeR 31, 2002

DABORA Gallery hosts a 

Halloween extravaganza 

during the month of October.

A macabre and allegoric 

group exhibition on death, 

including 26 artists, featuring 

figurative work in painting, 

photography, sculpture, 

and installation. A morbidly 

theatrical show with 4 nights 

of performance/musical/film 

events.

A r t i s t s  i n c l u d e

r A Y  A B e Y t A
H AW K  A l F r e d s O n
B O O G i e
P A u l  B O O t H
i r A  c O H e n
c H r i s t i n  c O u t u r e
t i M O t H Y  c u M M i n G s
c H r i s t i n A  d A l l A s
M A r c  d e n n i s
K A t e  F e n K e r
t O M  G l e e s O n
A n d r A s  H A l A s Z
M i A  H A n s O n
M A r t i n e  J u l i e n
K r i s t Y  K n i G H t
J A s O n  l e W i s
A l e X A n d r i A  l i M P e r t
lY n d A  M A H A n
e r i c  P e r V u K H i n
n i c O l e  P i l A r
n e i l  s WA A B
F r A n K  V e r s A c e
M i G u e l  V i l l A l O B O s
J O n A t H A n  V i n e r
e r i c  W H i t e
A l e X A n d e r  Z A K H A r O V

DABoRA Gallery
1080 Manhattan Ave.

(betw. Eagle and Dupont)

Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY 11222 

718-609-9629

lynda@daboragallery.com

http://www.daboragallery.com

other works include John Viner’s humorously 

macabre painting of men dancing with 

stilettos and Butcherbirds. The knives 

and the beaks of the birds resonate with 

each other. Nicole Pilar’s fine little drawing 

is reminiscent of George Groz. I always 

liked her work. And the photo by Martine 

Julien of the Russian dancer Ksenia, who 

will perform at the opening on october 

5th, appears to exude an eerie and bloody 

scream of light. There are 26 artists in the 

show. I wish I had the time and space to 

talk about each one of them.

We must also mention the curatorial art which 

is so impressively apparent. Lynda Mahan 

could have made an excellent professional 

interior decorator. Her creation of macabre 

ambience in lighting and the uncluttered 

Victorian decor (including stuffed animal 

heads and wild boar carpets) combines 

with the high quality art and is a tribute 

to her taste. I should also mention she has 

a fine miniature work of her own in the 

show...a portrait of her former boyfriend, 

head only...severed and resting on a platter 

like John the Baptist. Best not to dally lightly 

with this Morticia!

This has to be one of the best gallery shows 

for the october season in Williamsburg/

Greenpoint, celebrating the harvest of 

living things and big sleep of winter to 

come...for us all.
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ThE ART GALLERy OF NEw SOuTh wALES 
AnnOUnCeS A SiGniFiCAnT GiFT TO THe COLLeCTiOn OF 9 
SCULPTUReS By AUGUSTe RODin THe GReATeST SCULPTOR OF 
mODeRn TimeS THROUGH THe GeneROSiTy OF DAviD JOneS 
LTD inCLUDinG A COmPLeTe SeT OF BROnze CASTS”THe 
BURGHeRS OF CALAiS” ReGARDeD AS One OF RODin’S 
GReATeST ACHievemenTS

it is with the greatest pleasure that the Art Gallery of new 

South Wales announces the gift by David Jones Ltd of an 

outstanding group of sculptures by the great artist, Auguste 

Rodin.  most prominently the David Jones Gift includes 

a complete set of the six figures that constitute Rodin’s 

second maquette (or sketch model) for the Burghers 

of Calais, one of the artist’s major masterpieces and a 

landmark in the history of european sculpture.

The Burghers of Calais reached its definitive form when 

the group of over-lifesize figures was cast in bronze in 

1895 and installed in the town of Calais on the north 

coast of France.  The monument had been commissioned 

in 1884 to commemorate an historic episode during the 

Hundred years’ War, when a group of prominent citizens 

offered their lives to save the population of the town.  

Rodin overturned convention to produce a monument, 

which is as revolutionary in form as it is in expressive 

power.  He challenged almost every traditional attribute 

of monumental sculpture to create a harrowing image of 

heroic suffering, one with which the spectator cannot but 

engage at an intensely emotional and physical level.

David Jones’ generous gift includes three further Rodin 

bronzes.  The intimate mask of iris reveals Rodin’s 

unparalleled sensitivity and dexterity in the handling of 

clay as he seeks our forms and patterns of light, which 

imbue the face with both life and psychological depth.  The 

Gallery’s own cast of The Prodigal Son acquired in 1979 is 

now joined by a comparable female figure from the David 

Jones Gift known as invocation.  The final work by Rodin 

to enter the Gallery’s collection is the confusingly titled 

monument to Whistler.  This armless figure began life as a 

muse on which Rodin seems to have begun work in 1905 

using his mistress, the painter, Gwen John, as his model.

it is appropriate that along with the works by Rodin, the 

David Jones Gift adds to the Collection a representation 

of the distinguished twentieth-century British sculptor 

elizabeth Frink. Frink remained a figurative sculptor 

throughout her career exploring above all the theme of the 

male nude.  She belonged to a generation of sculptors for 

whom the example of Rodin remained a vital stimulus.
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in Flanders. 

only in the 

last five to 

ten years has 

that evolution 

really begun 

to make a 

breakthrough. 

These days 

several 

companies 

are seriously 

committed 

to multi-

disciplinary 

projects and 

technology 

has also come 

much further. 

We now 

have a new 

generation 

that has 

grown up 

with a certain visual technology, and it is that 

development which interests me. With Format 

2002 I look at how the world of the performing 

arts is responding to it - whether it is doing 

anything with that evolution and, if so, what.

how do you set about finding such 

projects?

The field of application of new technologies 

might appear to be virgin territory, but when 

you are actively involved in such evolutions, you 

develop a great sensitivity for new productions 

in all the various programme brochures. You 

get to know the people who experiment, you 

discover new festivals… In the years I have been 

following the evolutions on this front, I have 

become aware of the potential, but also of the 

limitations of the technology. The number of less 

successful productions I have seen is, I would 

imagine, larger than the number of successful 

ones. often technologies are simply used as a 

sort of décor and they are not really part of the 

production. The idea behind Format 2002 is that 

we offer concerts, productions and installations 

where the new technology really is part of the 

creation process. Format is a plea to bring in the 

technology at the beginning, when the concept 

is being developed. As a fully-fledged component, 

the technology has to be directed, just as an 

actor does.

Is Format 2002 the only one of its kind?

An increasing number of theatres are beginning 

to take an interest in new technology. In the 

Netherlands Ro-Theater is probably the pioneer; 

in Flanders Muziektheater Transparant, the 

Kaaitheater and the Nieuwpoorttheater play 

an exemplary role in this field. In Wallonia you 

have Charleroi/Danses, which is committed to 

developments and some festivals have a separate 

section for new technology. But a festival that 

makes new technology the criterion is new in 

Flanders and, I believe, in Belgium as a whole. In 

my opinion, the vagueness of the definition of the 

genre stands in the way of a real breakthrough. 

You have committees and subsidies for dance 

and theatre, but new technology still has to fit 

into one of those compartments. It is difficult 

to obtain financial backing and recognition of 

the content within those established structures. 

Moreover, such productions are still very 

expensive and so they can certainly use that 

support. In that sense Format 2002 is also a plea 

for recognition. Another objective of Format – 

albeit one we approach with caution - is to bring 

people together. While I was looking for material 

for Format, I discovered that many people are 

working with exactly the same technologies. 

For example, people in Great Britain are busy 

with the same things as someone in Denmark. 

If those people were to pool their resources and 

know-how, then we might well see some amazing 

creations. Hopefully, cooperation will result from 

the juxtaposition of visions and ideas at Format.

The whims of technology are 

unpredictable. In that respect, aren’t you 

taking a bit of a risk as the curator?

of course, technology can fail and that is a very 

real danger. A computer can have a blackout, 

just like an actor. But - and this is the nice thing 

about it - it shows that technology is an actual 

part of a production. If it crashes, then that’s the 

end of your performance. of course, I also take a 

risk by programming things I don’t know the end 

result of, but that is also the case with theatre. 

You simply have to have confidence in the artists’ 

track record.

Format 2002
having carried out a thorough 

investigation into various forms of new 

visual and sound technology within the 

performing arts, as curator of Format 

2002, Peter Roose now provides a stage 

for a confrontation between culture and 

technology.

with Format 2002 you are looking to 

assess the state of play with regard 

to multimedia achievements in the 

performing arts. why this interest in new 

technologies?

My fascination for new technologies dates 

from the early eighties. I was doing a course in 

theatre studies when I saw The Wooster Group 

at work. That experience broadened my outlook 

enormously, the way they used microphones, 

the camera and visual material as an integral 

part of a theatre production. Till then I had not 

seen many innovative experiments with new 

technology in the theatre. But the funny thing 

is that The Wooster Group, which took theatre 

in a totally new direction, had few followers 
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PIcTuRE OF‘PAIXAO’ OF AS PALAvRAS/cIE cLAuDIO BERNARDO 
© AS PALAVRAS

Departing from Pier Paolo Pasolini’s film version of the Gospel according 
to St Matthew, Claudio Bernardo - in close cooperation with the video 
artist Marie-Jo Lafontaine - developed a dance piece relating to passion 
in all its forms.
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which productions do you personally 

have the highest expectations of?

I have high expectations of ‘Philoctetes’, a 

project that literally and figuratively breaks 

through the boundary of theatre. Even if only 

because of the starting point: technology as 

the ultimate ‘prosthesis’. or a dose of quality 

text theatre without actors in ‘Les Aveugles/

The Blind’ by the Canadian company Théâtre 

ubu, which drew rave reviews at the festivals 

of Avignon and Edinburgh.  ‘Body/Leisure’ by 

Charleroi/Danses is also highly recommended. 

Just about all the techniques of the last 

twenty years are incorporated into this dance 

production. The use of new technology is 

very exciting, and yet the production is still 

interesting choreographically. The technology 

adds enormously to it. Through projections of 

all kinds, you have the impression there are 

many more dancers on stage than there actually 

are. ‘Areal A’ by the Austrian collective Granular 

Synthesis is also a very powerful installation 

whose visual clarity is determined by the volume 

of sound. The louder the sound, the clearer the 

image. At a certain point, the sound becomes 

unbearable, but then you suddenly see a clear 

image. A witches’ cauldron that radiates great 

calm. With many productions the sensory 

experience plays an important role. Seeing and 

hearing take on an added dimension and you 

start to wonder about how things fit together. 

This is most clearly illustrated in the intriguing 

project ‘Lilja’ by Les Petits Poissons, a Tarantino-

like dance and theatre montage by the German 

choreographer Samir Akika, whose camera and 

image manipulation carries the audience off 

on an artistic trip to far beyond the walls of the 

theatre.  
Loes Maveau

Coproduction with the Cultural Centre Bruges

Artistic Coordinator: Peter Roose

With the support of the Goethe Institut

Ministerium für Städtebau und Wohnen, Kultur und 

Sport des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen

Délégation de Quebec, Canadian 

Embassy in Belgium

Ministry of the French Community in Belgium and 

the Japan Foundation With the cooperation of Barco

Concertgebouw Brugge

Biekorf, Shed 1Agence Minne

City Theatre

Magdalenazaal, Bogardenkapel

House 2002 – Perez de Malvenda

Brugge, Belgium

PIcTuRE OF ThE PRODucTION ‘BOBO IN PARADISE’ OF huShhuShhuSh
© HuSHHuSHHuSH

Hiphop meets biomechanics and produces a daringly unruly dance interpretation.
Coproduction: Theater zuidplein Rotterdam, www.ccbe.be Antwerpen and Format 2002/Brugge 2002

>format 2002  BRuGGE

FeSTivAL DevOTeD TO PeRFORminG ARTS AnD neW TeCHnOLOGieS, mULTimeDiA On THe STAGe 

Belgium
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Anne De SUèDe 

THe neW GARDen 

2002 OiL On CAnvAS 

150 x 110 Cm /59 x 43 in.

FR AnCe DOyOn

menTAL mAP 

2002 mixeD meDiA On PAPeR 

30 x 21 Cm /12 x 8 in.

CHAnTAL FeRRUS

mASqUe ReTOCUCH 

2002 COmPUTeR GR APHiC

80 x 80 Cm /32½ x 31½ in.
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GALLeRi 22

Strandgade 22

Cort Adlers Gård 

DK-1448 Christianshavn 

København K

Denmark

www.galleri22.dk

tel+45 35 81 81 06

tel +45 222 711 08

d o d i
dodiromanati@hotmail.com

nancy 
WORTHinGTOn  
DomJoy@aol.com
P.o.Box 2558 SEBASToPoL, CA 95473 uSA

THE CRoSSING, 2001 KINETIC CoNSTRuCTIoN, IN. 5,5’ x 2’ x 3’

mcGiveRn 
bmcgivern@sympatico.ca
506-176 JoHN ST., ToRoNTo MST IxS oNTARIo CANADA

THouGHTS, 2001, ACRYLIC oN CANVAS AND GoLD LEAF, CM 137 x 153 / IN 54 x 60 

UnTiTLeD 
1996

OiL On CAnvAS
150 x 110 Cm

59 x 43 in.



LiSe ROBin  
info@worldofartmagazine.com
21, RuE FRoIDEVAux, F-75014 PARIS FRANCE

ATLANTIS III, 2002 oIL oN CANVAS,CM.100 x 100 /IN.39 x 39

THE FIRST CELL, 1990 TAPESTRY, CM.140 x 160 /IN.55 x 63

Erica 
WEisz-schWEigEr 
info@worldofartmagazine.com
10 /3, rh. hacotEl hamaaravi st, BEEr-shEva 84280 israEl

michiko
KAKUTA  

cklingberg_m5@mvb.biglobe.ne.jp
CKLING BERG STuDIo 432-71-101, TERADo-CHo, HACHIoJI, ToKYo 193-0943 JAPAN

THE BEGINNING oF EVERYTHING E, 2002 GouACHE, INK, PENCIL 727 x 545 CM / 286 x 214½ IN

Pat gagic 
mlx@worldchat.com
94 BluEBEll crEscEnt, ancastEr, on l9K 1g1canadaa

#14 PIMANDRo I SHRouD ToWER, 2001, oIL oN LINE, 86,36 x 86,36 CM / 34 x 34 IN
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Art Addiction was founded in Sweden in 1993 by Petru Russu, visual 

artist, to promote the art and the works of contemporary artists. 

Art Addiction it pursues its aim mainly by organizing international 

exhibitions of its members work. in the past years, Art Addiction 

has organized a series of 50 major international exhibitions at 

the Art Addiction Gallery in Stockholm, Palazzo Correr in venice, 

Piccola Galleria Correr in venice and Art Addiction virtual Gallery at 

www.artaddiction.se /www.artaddiction.net                                

The gallery also maintain the Art Addiction internet Art museum, 

virtual Art Gallery including the works of more than 500 artists from 

65 countries, which is regularly consulted by galleries, organizers and 

individual buyers. 

Art Addiction virtual Gallery is a meeting point for art and artists, a 

forum that artists can exhibit their latest works, a place where all 

media of artistic expression will stimulate the sensitivity of the art 

lover, penetrating his inner vision. 

in operation for less than 9th years, Art Addiction has over 6000 

artists exposed. The Art Addiction international Art Association AAiAA 

has more than 600 artist members worldwide.

EXhIBITIONS ORGANIZED By ART ADDIcTION 1993 - 2002 

1993 The 1st int’l exhibition of miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1994 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 1st int’l Graphic Art exhibition Sweden

1994 The 1st int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1994 The 2nd int’l exhibition of miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1995 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 2nd int’l Graphic Art exhibition Sweden

1995 The 2nd int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1995 The 3rd int’l exhibition of miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1996 The 3rd int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1996 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 3rd int’l Graphic Art exhibition Sweden

1996 ”Addictions”, The 1st int’l Small Graphic Art exhibition Sweden

1996 Contemporary italian Art, Art Addiction Stockholm Sweden

1996 The 4th int’l exhibition of miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

oFFICE: möRByLUnD 19, 9TR.  Se-18230 DAnDeRyD  STOCKHOLm  SWeDen  +46.8.857264  info@artaddiction.net  www.artaddiction.net

ART ADDIcTION vIRTuAL GALLERy 
www.ARTADDIcTION.NET

1996 Hanna Barak engel, individual exhibition Stockholm Sweden

1997 ”Femina” int’l Small Forms Open exhibition Sweden

1997 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 4th int’l Graphic Art exhibition Sweden

1997 ”World of Art”, Art Addiction int’l Drawing Competition Sweden

1997 ”most Talented Artist”, Art Addiction 1st international Prize Sweden

1997 Contemporary italian Art Stockholm Sweden

1997 The 5th int’l exhibition of miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1997 The 4th int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1998 ”A better World for our Children”international exhibition Sweden

1998 ”masks in venice 1” Annual exhibition Palazzo Correr venice italy

1998 The 1st Autumn Annual in venice Palazzo Correr venice italy

1998 The 5th int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1998 elizabeth maxwell Hill /UK, Solo exhibition Palazzo Correr venice 

1999 The 1st Spring Annual in venice Palazzo Correr venice italy

2001 The 6th int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1999 ”masks in venice 2” Annual exhibition Piccola Galleria Correr venice 

1999 The 2nd Autumn Annual in venice Palazzo Correr, venice italy

1999  2000 Franco verdi /italy, Solo virtual exhibition, Art Addiction 

1999  2001 Alyce Ritti /USA,Solo virtual exhibition, Art Addiction 

2000  2001 Raymond Hampton /USA, Solo virtual exhibition, Art Addiction 

2000 The 2nd Spring Annual in venice Palazzo Correr venice italy

2000 ”masks in venice 3” Annual exhibition Palazzo Correr venice italy

2000  ”ART internet” Art Addiction virtual Gallery 

2001 The 5th int’l Graphic Art exhibition, Art Addiction virtual Gallery 

2001 The 7th int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction virtual Gallery 

2001 The 6th int’l exhibition of miniature Art, Art Addiction virtual  Gallery 

2001  ”ART internet” Art Addiction virtual Gallery 

2002 The 6th int’l Graphic Art exhibition, Art Addiction virtual Gallery 

2002 COLLAGe international Art exhibition, Art Addiction virtual Gallery 

2002 The 8th int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction virtual Gallery 

2002 The 7th int’l exhibition of miniature Art, Art Addiction virtual  Gallery

2002 The 2nd int’l Small Graphic Art exhibition Sweden 

DIRECToR PeTRU RUSSU
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REcENT EXhIBITIONS

ThE 6Th INTERNATIONAL GRAPhIc ANNuAL  
28.02.2002 -  28.10.2002 

ThE 1ST GLOBAL cOLLAGE ART ANNuAL 
28.02.2002 - 28.10.2002

ThE 8Th INTERNATIONAL FEMALE ARTIST’S ART ANNuAL
15.06.2002 - 15.09.2002

7Th INTERNATIONAL ANNuAL OF MINIATuRE ART
15.09.2002 - 25.12.2002



Art Addiction Virtual Gallery www.artaddiction.net  

diplomA of excellence

Alfredo pablo mauderli Argentina
Abbott Jon USA
Abdul Sobahan Bangladesh
Abeyta Ray USA
Aliki c. dobry USA 
Alyce Ritti USA 
Ana Aragüés Spain
André Russu Sweden 
Anne de Suede Sweden 
Aria Komianou Greece
Ariela Yaron Israel 
Batchvarov ivan Bulgaria
Bettina Brendel USA
Bonomi maria Brazil
Burle Grigory Israel
caramello laura Italy
carola Blanco Venezuela 
chiharu Tsurumi Japan 
cornet Heleen Netherlands Antilles
dan Rocha USA 
denissa Serban maschek Germany 
diana Braescu Romania 
duda Voivo Germany 
edith dzieduszycka Italy 
edith Suchodrew Germany

eva Slachtova Czech Republic 
failla Sophia lynn USA
france doyon France 
frances Gerard France
friedeberg pedro Mexico
friedel peisert Germany
friedel Herbert Austria
Gazzera Romano Italy
Giannini Giovanni France
Gollob-Ajtner Anna Poland 
Grcko Slavko Croatia
Gudnason Kristian Jon Iceland
Guy pignarre France
Hamo cavrk Croatia 
Hitoshi Hongo Japan 
Hjorth noela Australia
Hodgson ii John USA
Honegger federico Italy
Howardena pindell USA
iris xilas xanalatos Greece 
Jack Brain Canada 
Jaleh A.etemad USA 
Jalil osvaldo Argentina
Jerry madson USA
Jolanta Wdowczyk Poland

Jones lucinda USA
Joyce Barbara Netherlands Antilles
Juergen Strunck USA 
Karl J. Volk USA 
Kawabe isshu Japan 
Keigo Yamamoto /eiko ido Japan 
Ken Robinson New Zealand 
Kumnam Baik Korea
leif nielsen Denmark
ljupco Bojar Macedonia
lorna Robertson USA
maria elisabeth Sollie Norway
maria Santa cecilia Argentina 
marian e. Kopperud Norway
marta dimitrescu Sweden 
marta minardi Italy 
mary Anne Wardach Canada
mary mcGuire USA
megumi Tanaka Japan 
membrandt The Netherlands
mina minskaya Israel 
mitzuno Tatsu (Ryusei) Japan 
muneaki Hori Japan
neta dor Israel 
nicolas Grenier Canada 

noboru Sawai Canada
palmi marzaroli Switzerland
peter Halfar Germany
Raymond Hampton USA 
Renzo fajardo Colombia
Ruth p. Harasta USA 
Ruth Szold Stern USA
Ryo Saitoh Japan
Senyu nozuki Japan
Slavko Grcko Croatia 
Stane Jagodic Slovenja 
Stepancic Blanka Slovenia
Strathdee Barbara New Zealand
Susana Kunhardt Puerto Rico
Tadataka Kudou Japan
Takasuke nakayama Japan 
Theresia Karcher Germany
Tohru SASAKi Japan
Tsurumi chiharu Japan
Winton Janet Canada
Vojt Vera Serbia
Yoshito fukasawa Japan
Yuko Hori Japan 
Yuriy ostrovskiy-Golovash Israel
Zlata Reistetterova Slovakia

6. international GraPHiC annual  

FEBRUARY 28 - OCTOBER 28 2002 sTOCkhOlm swEdEn

The exhibition curatated by Petru Russu, Managing Director of Art Addiction and juried by Andrea Pagnez/Italy, Marta Dimitrecu/Sweden, 
France Doyon/France, Åke Wallen/Sweden featuring the work of 100 contemporary graphic artists from 36 countries.
The following is a list of artists within the 6th international GRAPHIC annual  of the Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 2002. 

mauderli Argentina / Aragüés Spain / Komianou Greece / Batchvarov Bulgaria / Brendel USA / Grigory 

Israel / Suchodrew Germany / Gerard France / pignarre France / cavrk Croatia / Wdowczyk Poland 

/ Volk USA /  Baik Korea / nielsen Denmark / Bojar Macedonia / Sollie Norway / Kopperud 

Norway / Wardach Canada / membrandt Holland / Hori Japan / Sawai Canada / marzaroli Switzerland 

/ peisert Germany / Halfar Germany / fajardo Colombia / Stern USA / Saitoh Japan / nozuki 

Japan / Tadataka Japan / Karcher Germany / Sasaki Japan / fukasawa Japan / Reistetterova Slovakia 
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award moST innoVATiVe ARTiSTS ana araGüés

AnA ARAgüés spAin 
YEllOw’s TimE, 2002 pRinT And COllAgE 68 X 31 Cm
REd’s TimE, 2002 pRinT And COllAgE 68 X 31 Cm

6 .  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  G r a P H i C  a n n u a l  s w e d e n  2 0 0 2
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award moST TAlenTed ARTiST  Friedel Peisert

6 .  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  G r a P H i C  a n n u a l  s w e d e n  2 0 0 2

FRiEdEl pEisERT gERmAnY 
OdYssEUs 2000, 2002 AEROgRAphiC 70 X 25 in

mEmBRAndT ThE nEThERlAnds
TOnighT wE shAVE!, 2002 COllAgE 112,5 X 90 Cm

award BeST in exHiBiTion  MeMBrandt
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RiTTi usa / YARon israel / GRiGoRY israel / BlAnco Venezuela / RocHA usa / 

dZieduSZYcKA italy  / SucHodReW Germany / SlAcHToVA CzeCH rePubliC / BRAin Canada / 

eTemAd USA / VolK usa / iSSHu JaPan / YAmAmoTo & ido JaPan / RoBinSon new zealand 

/ BAiK Korea / SAnTAceciliA arGentina / TAnAKA JaPan / minSKAYA israel / 

TATSu (RYuSei) JaPan / GRenieR Canada / doR israel / HAmpTon usa / HARASTA usa / 

GRcKo Croatia / JAGodic sloVenJa / nAKAYAmA JaPan / HoRi JaPan / GoloVASH israel 

84      wORld of ART    

Abdul SoBAHAn Bangladesh
Adele RoWlAnd USA
Aliki C. doBRY USA 
Alyce RiTTi USA 
André RuSSu Sweden
Anna GolloB-AJTneR Poland  
Anne de Suede Sweden 
Ariela YARon, Israel 
Barbara JoYce Netherlands Antilles
Barbara STRATHdee New Zealand
Betty ReeS-HeRediA USA
Blanka STepAncic Slovenia 
Burle GRiGoRY Israel 
Carola Blanco Venezuela 
Chiharu TSuRumi Japan 
dan RocHA USA 
denissa SeRBAn mAScHeK Germany 
diana BRAeScu Romania 
duda VoiVo Germany 
Edith dZieduSZYcKA Italy 
Edith SucHodReW Germany 
Eva SlAcHToVA Czech Republic 
Failla sophia lYnn USA
France doYon France 
Friedel HeRBeRT Austria

Federico HoneGGeR Italy
giovanni GiAnnini France
heleen coRneT Netherlands Antilles
hitoshi HonGo Japan 
howardena pindell USA
Jack BRAin Canada 
Jaleh A.eTemAd USA 
Jalil oSVAldo Argentina
Janet WinTon Canada
Jerry mAdSon USA
John HodGSon ii USA
Jon ABBoTT USA
Juergen STRuncK USA 
karl J. VolK USA 
kawabe iSSHu Japan 
keigo YAmAmoTo & Eiko ido Japan 
ken RoBinSon New Zealand 
kristian Jon GudnASon Iceland
kumnam BAiK Korea
laila ZAHRAn SilVeiRA Brazil  
laura cARAmello Italy
lorna RoBeRTSon USA
noela HJoRTH Australia
maria SAnTA ceciliA Argentina 
marta dimiTReScu Sweden 

marta minARdi Italy
maria Bonomi Brazil 
mary mcGuiRe USA
megumi TAnAKA Japan 
memBRAndT Holland 
mina minSKAYA Israel 
mitzuno TATSu (Ryusei) Japan 
neta doR Israel 
nicolas GRenieR Canada
pedro fRiedeBeRG Mexico
petru RuSSu Sweden 
Ray ABeYTA USA 
Raymond HAmpTon USA 
Romano GAZZeRA Italy
Ruth p. HARASTA USA
silvia RiZZo Italy 
slavko GRcKo Croatia 
stane JAGodic Slovenja 
susana HeRReRo KunHARdT Puerto Rico 
Takasuke nAKAYAmA Japan 
Tsurumi cHiHARu Japan
Vera VoJT Serbia
Yuko HoRi Japan 
Yuriy oSTRoVSKiY-GoloVASH Israel

diplomA of excellence

1. GloBal CollaGe art annual
FEBRUARY 28 - OCTOBER 28 2002 sTOCkhOlm swEdEn

The exhibition curatated by Petru Russu, Managing Director of Art Addiction and juried by Andrea Pagnez/Italy, Marta Dimitrecu/Sweden, 
France Doyon/France, Åke Wallen/Sweden, Bela Czitrom/Finland featuring the work of 74 contemporary graphic artists from 31 countries.
The following is a list of artists within the 1st Global Collage Art Annual Exhibition of the Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 2002. 

Art Addiction Virtual Gallery www.artaddiction.net  



award moST TAlenTed ARTiST  editH dzieduszyCka

EdiTh dziEdUszYCkA iTAlY 
RAVinE, 2000 COllAgE wiTh mY Own phOTOs, 60 X 44 Cm

1 .  G l o b a l  C o l l a G e  a r t  a n n u a l  s w e d e n  2 0 0 2
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award moST innoVATiVe ARTiSTS  stane JaGodiC

CAROlA BlAnCO VEnEzUElA
m-glAss /  2002 COllAgE 20 X 40 Cm

award BeST in exHiBiTion  Carola BlanCo

1 .  G l o b a l  C o l l a G e  a r t  a n n u a l  s w e d e n  2 0 0 2

sTAnE JAgOdiC slOVEnJA 
VEROnikA’s ClOTh OF 21Th CEnTUTURY, 2001 mOnTAgE 60 X 66 Cm
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TAGoR Israel / AGRAnoV Israel / ToppeR Israel / KApRou Greece / 

WeiSZ-ScHVeiGeR Israel / xAnAlAToS Greece / de BRouWeR Belgium / SAndeR Germany / 

YAo Germany / WARdAcH Canada / KAKuTA Japan /  HARAndi Iran / BRAin Canada 

cABRineTY USA / SeGuRA Spain / Sook-cha Kim USA / KniGHT Canada / BoJARoV Macedonia 

/ Yali penG USA / KASHfi USA / mAVRidiS Greece / ReiSTeTTeRoVA Slovakia 

     Adele ROWLAND USA
     Anna GOLLOB-AJTNER Poland
     Anne de SUEDE Sweden 
     Aria KOMIANOU Greece 
     Barbara JOYCE Netherlands Antilles 
     Barbara STRATHDEE New Zealand
     Baukje ZIJLSTRA Denmark 
     Bedriska ZNOJEMSKA Czech Republic 
     Ben-Shaul Dvora Israel
     Betty REES-HEREDIA USA 
     Bianca-Maria TAGOR Israel 
     Bita FAYYAZI-AZAD Iran 
     Blanka STEPANCIC Slovenia
     Caroline PEET Holland 
     Catalina CHERVIN Argentina
     Celina CLAVIJO Japan 
     CHRYSIIS Belgium 
     Cynthia LUND-TORROLL USA 
     Dahlia HAKKER-ORION Israel
     Denissa SERBAN-MASCHEK Germany 
     Diana BRAESCU Romania 
     Dvora AGRANOV Israel
     Edith DZIEDUSZYCKA Italy 
     Edith SUCHODREW Germany 
     Edna TOPPER Israel 
     Eleni KAPROU Greece 
     Emilia CATTAN Mexico
     Erica WEISZ-SCHVEIGER Israel 

     Eva SLACHTOVA Czech Republic 
     Farida MAHMOODIAN Iran 
     France DOYON France 
     France MECHIN France 
     Gabriela DRINCEANU Romania 
     Heleen CORNET Netherlands Antilles
     Iris XILAS-XANALATOS Greece 
     Jadranka A. SEVER Croatia            . 
     Janet WINTON Canada
     Julie OLIVARI Argentina 
     Keven Ann SEAVER USA 
     Laila ZAHRAN-SILVEIRA Brazil 
     Laura CARAMELLO Italy
     Lidy DE BROUWER Belgium 
     Lorna ROBERTSON USA
     Margret SANDER Germany  
     Marguerite MÜLLER-YAO Germany 
     Maria BONOMI Brazil
     Maria SVOLOS USA 
     Marina AGUIAR South Africa 
     Marta DIMITRESCU Sweden 
     Marta MINARDI Italy 
     Mary Anne WARDACH Canada 
     Mary MCGUIRE USA
     Matild JASZBERENTY Hungary 
     MEMBRANDT Holland 
     Michiko KAKUTA Japan 
     Miek COPPENS Holland

     Milica STEVANOVIC Yugoslavia 
     Mireille COLLET Canada 
     Noushin HADINEJAD-HARANDI Iran 
     Nydia PREEDE USA 
     Odna BRAIN Canada 
     Patricia B. CABRINETY USA 
     Patricia HAUSMANN USA 
     Pilar SEGURA Spain 
     Renate MINARZ Austraia 
     Ronen MINA Israel 
     Sara T. RON Israel 
     Sharon DOUGHERTY USA 
     Silvia RIZZO Italy
     Sook-Cha KIM USA 
     Sophia Lynn FAILLA USA
     Sudipta CHOUDHURY Oman
     Sylvia STÖLTING Germany
     Tsurumi CHIHARU Japan 
     Ursula KNIGHT Canada 
     Varda CARMELI Israel 
     Voivo DUDA Germany 
     Vujka RADIVOJEVIC-BOJAROV Macedonia 
     Yali PENG USA 
     Yuko HORI Japan 
     Zaharoula-Hadoulia MAVRIDIS Greece 
     Zamfira BARZU Romania 
     Zlata REISTETTEROVA Slovakia
     Yasmin KASHFI USA 

8. international FeMale artist’s art annual
  JUnE 15 - sEpTEmBER 15 2002 sTOCkhOlm swEdEn

The exhibition curatated by Petru Russu, Managing Director of Art Addiction and juried by Andrea Pagnez/Italy, Marta Dimitrecu/Sweden, 
France Doyon/France, Åke Wallen/Sweden, Joanna Ballard/USA featuring the work of 84 contemporary women artists from 31 countries.
The following is a list of artists within the 8th International FEMALE ARTIST’S ART Annual  of the Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 2002. 

diplomA of excellence

Art Addiction Virtual Gallery www.artaddiction.net  



award moST innoVATiVe ARTiSTS  yali PenG

YAli pEng UsA 
shinEd, 2002, ink On wOOd, 8½ X 11 in
dAnCing in ThE wOOds, 2002, ink On wOOd, 8½ X 11 in
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8 .  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  F e m a l e  a r t i s t ’ s  a r t  a n n u a l  s w e d e n  2 0 0 2



pATRiCiA B. CABRinETY UsA
TREE BRAin CORAl (BERmUdA), 2002, phOTOgRAphY, 8 X 10 in

award BeST in exHiBiTion edna toPPer

EdnA TOppER isRAEl
ABsTRACT i, 1999, miXEd mEdiA 50X70 Cm

award moST TAlenTed ARTiST PatriCia B. CaBrinety
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8 .  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  F e m a l e  a r t i s t ’ s  a r t  a n n u a l  s w e d e n  2 0 0 2
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AVRAm Romania /BAiK Korea / BATcHVARoV Bulgaria / BoYeR USA / BRAin Canada / 

cARelSe Netherlands / collAZo Puerto Rico  / de Suede Sweden / deicAS USA /dimiTReScu Sweden 

/ doion France  / feRRuS France / HAmpTon USA / KniGHT Canada / linde-nielSen 

Norway / mAdSon USA /  niHouR Iran / ReiSTeTTeRoVÁ Slovakia / RuSSo Sweden / 

RuSSu Sweden / RodRiGueZ Puerto Rico / SucHodReW Germany / mÜlleR-YAo Germany / 

Art Addiction Virtual Gallery www.artaddiction.net  

diplomA of excellence

     André Russo Sweden

     Anne de suede Sweden

     Angel Alfano USA

     Angiola Falconi Italy 

     Anneliese Fritts USA 

     Aristide Collazo Puerto Rico 

     Bogdan przybylinski Poland   

     Bela Czitrom Finland

     Chantal Ferrus France 

     Daniel C. Boyer USA 

     Dragan karlavaris Yugoslavia 

     Edith suchodrew Germany 

     Ellen linde-nielsen Norway 

     Erica weisz- schveiger Israel 

     Ewa Fukuoka Poland 

     Faramarz shayesteh Iran 

     Florin Tonea Romania

     France doyon France

     Gad Amram Israel 

     Helmiriitta honkanen Finland 

     Ireneusz Betlewicz Poland 

     Ivan Batchvarov Bulgaria 

     Jerry madson USA 

     Jose Armando Sanbria Rodriguez Puerto Rico 

     Joseph weiss Israel 

     Karen deicas USA 

     Karmela Berg Israel 

     Kawabe isshu Japan 

     Ken Beckles USA 

     Kristian Jon gudnason Iceland 

     Kumnam Baik Korea   

     Lee park USA 

     Luis Barreto Venezuela 

     Lydia douer Israel 

     Maria Bonomi Brazil 

     Maria santaCecilia Argentina 

     Maria svetieva Macedonia 

     Maria svolos USA 

     Marie- Hélène Rochet France 

     Marguerite müller-Yao Germany

     Marta dimitrescu Sweden 

     Marté szirmay New Zealand 

     Maryam Fakhran Austria 

     Michiko kakuta Japan 

     Neta dor Israel 

     niHouR Artist Women Association Iran 

     Nydia preede USA 

     Odna Brain Canada 

     Olga Buitrago laignelet Colombia   

     Ovidiu Avram Romania 

     Palmi marzaroli Switzerland 

     Pilar segura Spain 

     Petru RUssU Sweden

     Raymond hampton USA 

     Renate Carelse The Netherlands 

     Romà Vallès Spain 

     Sàndor kolozsvàri Hungary   

     Sara Tandet Ron Israel   

     Slavko grcko Croatia  

     Taeko nagata Japan 

     Tajvidi Ali Asghar Iran 

     Theresia karcher Germany 

     Ursula knight Canada 

     Vera slechtová Czech Republic

     Victor hagea Germany 

     Zlata Reistetterová Slovakia 

7. international annual oF Miniature art stoCkHolM 2002 
2002 OCTOBER 25 - dECEmBER 25

The exhibition curatated by Petru Russu, Managing Director of Art Addiction and juried by Andrea Pagnez/Italy, Marta Dimitrecu/Sweden, France 
Doyon/France, Åke Wallen/Sweden featuring the work of 66 contemporary women artists from 32 countries.
The following is a list of artists within the 7th INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL OF miniature ART of the Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 2002. 
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award BeST in exHiBiTion  rayMond HaMPton

RAYmOnd hAmpTOn, UsA 
ThE ETERniTY OF ThE gREAT ii, 2002  pApER EnginEERing COnsTRUCTiOn 7½ X 4½ X 3 ½ in

7 .  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  a n n u a l  o F  m i n i a t u r e  a r t  s t o C K H o l m  2 0 0 2 
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dR. mARgUERiTE müllER-YAO
gERmAnY
nO TiTlE i
2002  ink pAinT /gRAphiC 
20 X 14 Cm

URsUlA knighT, CAnAdA
ATlin
2002 ETChing
8 X 7½ in

award moST  innoVATiVe ARTiST Jerry Madson
JERRY mAdsOn, UsA

lilAC lAmA
2002 ink And 3d miXEd mEdiA  

8 X 8 in

award moST TAlenTed ARTiST MarGuerite Müller-yao
ursula kniGHt

7 .  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  a n n u a l  o F  m i n i a t u r e  a r t  s t o C K H o l m  2 0 0 2 



1.    Moderna Museet Stockholm / Moderna Museet c/o Waldemarsudde

2.    The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum presents Moving Pictures

8.    Greeley Square Gallery / Christopher Chambers / Advertisement

9.     Art Basel Miami Beach / A New Art Mecca 

10.   MoMA / Moderna Museet New York / Drawing Now

11.   MoMA / Moderna Museet New York / The Changing of the AvantGarde

12.   Contemporay Art Fair Miami Beach / Advertisement

13.   Modern Museum Stockholm / Advertisement

14.   Art Basel Miami Beach / Advertisement

16.   Christoper Grimes Gallery / Advertisement

17.   The Terror Project / Yali Peng 

18.   Yali Peng / Advertisement

19.   Yali Peng / Advertisement

20.   The Terror Project / Marlie Burton-Roche

22.   Marlie Burton-Roche / Advertisement

23.   Marlie Burton-Roche / Advertisement

24.   Svein Koningens / Artist Profile

25.   Svein Koningens / Advertisement

26.   Hagea / Advertisement

27.   Avram / Advertisement

28.   André Russo / Advertisement

29.   Keigo Yamamoto &Eiko Ito / Advertisement

30.   Mardi / Advertisement

31.   Aysegül Izer / Advertisement

32.   Topic by Andrea Pagnes / The Loss  of  Lyricism

34.   Documenta11 / Kassel Germany

45.   Elite / Francesco Bonami

46.   NEXT / 8. International Architecture Exhibition Venice

50.   Jackson Pollock’s America / Museo Correr Venice

62.   Elite / Interview With Umberto Eco (III)

64.   Artist Profile / Livio Seguso by Andrea Pagnez

69.   Phyl Braun / Advertisement

70.   Tamara Pasztor / The Metamorphosis of Judith and Holofernes

72.   News Release

76.   Galerie Art At Work Wien/ Doyon / De Suède / Ferrus / Advertisement

78.   Dodi / McGivern / Worthington/ Advertisement

79.   Kakuta / Weisz-Schweiger / Gagic / Robin / Advertisement

80.   Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 2002

81.   6. International Graphic Annual Stockholm

84.   1. Global Collage Art Annual Stockholm 

87.   8. International Female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm 

90.   7. International Annual of Miniature Art Stockholm

93.   World of Art Bokks / Advertisement

94.   Ligia Podorean-Ekström / World of Art Bokks / Advertisement

95.   Greenleaf Book Group LLC / Advertisement

96.   Steve Tobin / Advertisement

First Cover: Andrea Zanatta / Venezia

Inside First Cover: Guggenheim Museum New York / Advertisement

Inside Back Cover: Jose Sacal / Advertisement
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FREE inFORmATiOn FOR REAdERs OF

wORld of ART
For each your preferences circle the corresponding number of the 
adverting on the included FREE inFORmATiOn card.
You will receive free information
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100 Contemporary Artists 2003 is the most up-to-date 
publication to offer an authoritative overview of Art 
Addiction artist’s art of the 1990s onwards: 100 selected 
artists with over 300 reproductions and features pithy 
introductory commentaries by the artists or experts. 
Contact: info@worldofartmagazine.com
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nEws/  wORld OF ART BOOks

FEMALE ARTIST’S ART provides examples of 
exceptional quality artwork from a significant number of 
incredibly talented female artists. For inclusion contact: 
info@worldofartmagazine.com
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BOOK FOR COLLECTORS

•  watercolor by stockholm-
based watercolor artist and 
architect ligia podorean-Ekström
•  The 64-page exclusive book 
contains 135 watercolors on 
vibrant full-page reproduction, 
CV and essays by Andrea 
pagnes, mircea deac, per Olof-
Ekström, Adrian-silvan ionescu 
and Amelia pavel
•  purchase price $39 postage $10 
•  ORDER wORld of ART BOOks
Mörbylund 19, 9tr SE-18 230
Danderyd /Stockholm Sweden
Tel/Fax +46 8 85.72.64 
E-mail info@artaddiction.net
•  Payment must accompany order.

ThE BEsT OF his pAinTings dURing ThE YEARs

dAn milon

WATERCOLOR     LIGIA PODOREAN-EKSTRÖM      37

by AMELIA PAVEL
ART CRITIC BUCHAREST

Ligia Podorean is an 
architect by profession but 

she is a painter at heart. The surprise is 
stronger because there is no change in 
her means of expression. She mainly 
uses watercolors and landscape is her 
favorite theme. One should mention 
another theme though - the “deep 
inside” theme. This does not generally 
create a metamorphosis in the artist, 

but with Ligia Podorean experiences 
like these work wonders. They open 
up another dimension apart from the 
visual one which is delightful, clear 
and graceful; she skillfully uses the 
same technique and makes it 
appropriate for the meditative 
suggestion or philosophical refl ection, 
beyond the emotional melancholy.

What appears as the crucial 
characteristic of Ligia’s interiors is the 
fascinating tension between the 
softness and tenderness of the painting 
material on the one hand and the 
gravity of the subject on the other; 
between the fl eeting strokes of the 

brush and the feeling of time-standstill 
in a room full of furniture and other 
objects, expecting a visitor. There is a 
sort of unreal gleam which gives these 
interiors a discrete shade of light and 
makes them symbols of permanence, 
while the objects become as many 
guardian angels for a succession of 
generations. This method is also used 
in fi lms. Let us recall Ettore Scola’s 
fi lm “The Family”. Ligia Podorean’s 
symbolism, deliberated and inferred, 
operates along with the creative 
process, which is slow, elaborated, 
mental, experienced and, thereby, 
invaluable.

AFTER THE RAIN 
1998 WATERCOLOR CM. 22 X 22 / IN. 8½ X 8½ 

LIGIA_ART_album section2.indd 2002-01-11, 23:3337

ligiA pOdOREAn-EksTRöm       
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Your Art Album NOW!
With the Masters of Today, art books series we open a NEW perspective for artists in life. We made the layout and the creative 

design, we print the album and we assure the distribution in bookstores internationally on all the continents by the US, Ingram. 

Size:12 x 9½ in / 29,5 x 24,5 cm; 64 color pages + cover. The album should include up to100 works, CV, and several critic essay. 

Album sample available for US$ 39.95 or, simply, loan a copy.

M a s t e r s  o f  t o d ay  a r t  a L B U M s  d e d i c at e d  t o  c o n t e M p o r a ry  L i v i n g  a r t i s t s 
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Over 100 artwork, 64 quality 

color pages, Hardcover 

(glossy cover), printed in UK 

and international bookstore 

distribution  by Greenleaf Book 

Group LLC, in major outlets, 

including Ingram, Baker&Taylor, 

Amazon.com, in Europe, 

Oceania and North America.

wORld OF ART BOOks

CONTACT THE EDITOR

WORLD OF ART BOOKS
Mörbylund 19,9tr

SE-182 30 Danderyd

Stockholm, Sweden

+46 70 30 86 200

info@worldofartmagazine.com
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steve TOBin
2100 ChEsTnUT ROAd
COOpERsBURg, pEnnsYlVAniA 18036
UsA
+ 1 610 346 6058
www.stevtobin.com
teve@stevetobin.com

lAnTERnA hOUsE
GLASS LANTERN SLIDES
10’ HIGH BY 6’ WIDE BY 8’DEEP



ArT ADDICTIOn  möRbYLuND 19, 9TR, Se-182 30 DANDeRYD STOCKhOLm SWeDeN  info@artaddiction.net /T&F+46 8 857264
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bRONZe 
Cm.50x50x15

IN.19¾x19¾x6 
uS$ 2,300

SCuLPTuRe AvAILAbLe 

Guggenheim

SACAL
mASTeRS OF TODAY



Guggenheim

ANDReAS GuRSK Y 

l iBr ary, 1999

CiBaChrome Pr int, mounted to Plex igl as, 

ed it ion 2 /6

79 x 142 inChes (20 0.66 x 360.68 Cm )

solomon r . guggenheim museum, new york

Photo : dav id he ald

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum New York

mOvING PICTuReS 

JunE 28, 2002 – JAnuAry 12, 2003

PhotograPhy, Film, and video




